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M OUNTAIN CLIMBING IN  MAINE
HE Department of Economic Development takes great pleas­
ure in presenting this Guide to Mountain Climbing in 
Maine. It is realized that this guide is by no means com­
plete. When it is realized that Maine has ten mountains over 
4,000 feet high and around one hundred over 3,000 feet high, to­
gether with those hundreds under 3,000, one can realize that it is 
almost impossible to put forth a complete guide.
Then too, many of Maine’s mountain peaks are inaccessible. The 
object of this mountain booklet is to give the climber directions for 
getting to those accessible peaks, and to give him some idea about 
the trail and the climb.
We have purposely included a few mountain peaks that are some­
what inaccessible, also some of the lower mountains for the inex­
perienced. We have tried our best to get this information absolutely 
correct, but we realize there may be some errors in the data.
We would appreciate any suggestions that the climber may have. 
We would also appreciate having called to our attention any errors 
that may be found in this data, and the descriptions of any other 
mountains that should be included in our next issue.
It also should be remembered that many of Maine’s mountains, 
although they are given one name are in reality mountain ranges. 
For illustration: Mount Bigelow, Mount Saddleback and Mount Ka- 
tahdin, although having one name each are in reality mountain 
ranges as each has several peaks.
There is a series of mountain ranges in Maine extending from the 
New Hampshire border along the entire western border of the state. 
A few years ago these mountain ranges were officially named by the 
Legislature as the Longfellow Mountains. So now we have the 
Green Mountains of Vermont, the White Mountains of New Hamp­
shire and the Longfellow Mountains of Maine.
Any suggestions should be addressed to the Department of Eco­
nomic Development, State House, Augusta, Maine.
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MAINE FOR MOUNTAIN CLIMBING
For a great many years mountain climbers thought that it was 
necessary to cross the ocean to the Alps to enjoy their sport to the 
fullest.
Now, however, it has become evident that our own mountains, 
here in the United States, need yield to none in their desirability.
With this knowledge has come a great revival of interest in the 
sport; a revival that annually sees additional thousands turning to 
this popular and healthful pastime.
Nowhere has this increased interest in mountain climbing been 
more pronounced than in Maine. Nowhere can the climber, of what­
ever degree of proficiency, find conditions more to his liking.
Maine has ten mountains that are over 4,000 feet in height; 
a hundred that are over 3,000 feet high. Needless to say, many 
mountains are higher than those of Maine. None, however, offer 
more delights to the mountain climber. Mount Katahdin, for 
example, is conceded to be one of the most desirable mountains 
in the world from the climber’s point of view.
Not the least of the rewards of climbing a Maine mountain is 
the view that is obtained from the top. Here the climber is not 
looking out over a cold, dead, melancholy countryside. Rather, 
he sees a panorama of vibrant, living beauty. He gets a bird’s eye 
view of a region that is made up of verdant forests that embrace 
hundreds of glistening, smiling lakes, of quiet, little villages nestling 
in the valleys; of far-stretching farm lands basking in the Maine sun.
Mountain climbing is, in a sense, symbolic. It symbolizes man’s 
natural inclinations to climb ever upward; to surmount whatever 
obstacles are in his path. Thus mountain climbing affords spiritual 
as well as physical satisfaction. On attaining the summit one has 
achieved victory— and the view is his reward.
It is to be doubted if any sport furnishes better physical exercise. 
Every muscle in the body is brought into play. Too, the cool, clean
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air that washes the mountain side contributes to give the climber a 
supreme sense of well-being when the day’s climb is over. He is 
tired, but healthfully so. He is ready for the deep, refreshing sleep 
that follows exercise in the out-of-doors.
To the uninitiated, mountain climbing may seem to be a sport 
that taxes the stamina of the climber to the utmost; a sport that 
should be undertaken only by those who are young and vigorous. 
True, this may well be the case on slopes that are sheer and diffi­
cult. These should only be approached by the expert.
On the other hand, there is another side of mountain climbing 
of which many people are unaware, namely, in ascending the gentle, 
easy slopes that are found on so many Maine mountains. These are 
climbs that can be taken by whole families in ease and comfort; 
climbs in which not the least bit of danger lurks; climbs that open 
up whole new chapters in the appreciation of nature.
The person who is vacationing in Maine and who has a desire to 
take one or more of these easy climbs will find a weafth of oppor­
tunities on every hand. There is hardly a resort hotel or a sporting 
camp in the state that is not within sight of one or more of these 
mountains. Almost invariably well-defined trails lead to the summit. 
Often a fire tower and a friendly fire warden will be found at the top. 
These wardens are always glad indeed to welcome vistors and to 
point out principal points of interest. Many of these smaller moun­
tains may be climbed and the return trip made within the space of 
just a few hours, a pleasant pastime to while away a morning or 
afternoon. Others will take a full day, allowing plenty of time for 
that supreme joy— lunch on the summit.
Between these easy climbs and the hardest ones are a number of 
“in between” climbs that may be taken in safety and comfort by 
the physically fit but should be avoided by the very young or the 
elderly. These climbs are becoming very popular with many Maine 
visitors and many are engaged in the interesting project of climbing 
every one in the state, negotiating several each year, talking over 
the next year’s campaign during the winter, and returning to add
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several more to the list. Many of these climbs are listed in this book­
let. Information about others may be obtained locally, or from the 
guide books referred to later in this booklet.
To the well-established climber Maine is indeed a happy hunting 
ground. The allurements of Maine mountains for these finished 
climbers lies not in dominating height, but rather in infinite variety. 
In Katahdin, monarch of an illimitable wilderness, Maine offers 
what is admittedly the outstanding peak east of the Rocky Moun­
tains— a transplanted bit of the High Sierra, a storehouse of botanical 
and geological history.
Many of the easier climbs mentioned previously need virtually 
no preparations whatever. On longer trips, however, or on those 
that take one some distance from the base of operations ordinary 
preparations and precautions are in order. If one wants to build a 
fire on a mountain trip the following rules should be observed.
It is legal to kindle fires at campsites and lunch grounds 
established by the State Forestry Department. These are desig­
nated with state signs for forest fire protection purposes. It is 
unlawful to camp and kindle out-of-door fires in the unorganized 
territory of the state except at campsites without securing a per­
mit from the nearest state forest fire warden or landowner. Per­
mits to camp or kindle out-of-door fires in the organized towns 
outside the Maine Forestry District must be secured from the 
landowner. Extreme caution is urged at all times to be careful 
with camp or lunch fires, matches, and smokers’ materials while 
travelling in the woods.
EQUIPMENT
What preparation should be made or what equipment carried will 
be asked. The thing of greatest importance is to have an adequate 
appreciation of what you are undertaking. Do not undertake trips 
beyond your capacity. Allow ample time; above all, avoid travelling 
strange terrain after nightfall. Budget your time. Allow ample time 
for the view from the summit. Note the trees, flowers and bird life. 
With the various stops, you will do well to average throughout more 
than two miles an hour. Many trails are excessively rough or steep. 
Allow an hour per mile in climbing and double the allowance for 
the steep climbs. When you reach the summit, if it happens to be a
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Forest Service lookout, do not fail to climb the tower and, by use of 
the fire warden’s direction finder, “spot” the distant peaks on the 
horizon. The fire wardens are friendly people, who are always glad 
to tell you of the points of interest.
As you become more familiar with the Maine woods, you will 
discover that extended trips are possible from mountain to mountain, 
following the old lumber roads and Maine Forest Service telephone 
lines.
On a one day trip, the clothing and equipment needed is pretty 
much a matter of personal preference. You will want a small pack 
for your lunch and rain garment. It is often cold and windy on the 
summit; carry a sweater or extra wool shirt. Your shoes should be 
well broken in, thick-soled and at least one-half a size larger than 
street shoes. Wear one or two pair of wool hose over an old pair 
of silk or lisle socks. If you are susceptible to blisters, avoid this dis­
comfort by hardening your feet through soaking in a tannic acid 
solution (one ounce of tannic acid powder to two quarts of water in a 
porcelain container; use several times for a quarter of an hour). 
Poisonous snakes are unknown in Maine. Drinking water is usually 
available at frequent intervals; only on the highest peaks will a can­
teen be desirable. If you climb in June or July, take along a mos­
quito and black fly preparation.
It goes without saying that, as against a possible mishap, three 
things are indispensable: a good compass, matches or fire-making 
material and something in the way of emergency food. Of course, 
you will have a map, and above all, will have studied it in advance 
so that you will have an accurate knowledge of the surrounding ter­
rain and your route. A compass is useless if you haven’t any idea 
of where you wish to go. Above all, do not travel alone.
For the equipment required on more extended trips the publica­
tions of various mountaineering clubs should be consulted. Users 
of The Appalachian Trail will find particularly helpful HIKING, 
CAMPING AND MOUNTAINEERING EQUIPMENT (60^), is­
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sued by the Potomac Appalachian Trail Club, 1916 Sunderland 
Place, N. W., Washington 6, D. C.
THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL
In any booklet of mountain climbing or hiking in Maine attention 
should be called to the Appalachian Trail.
To one who is interested in hiking or to one who wants to take a 
vacation in the wilds, no better opportunity in this country is offered 
than that section of the Appalachian Trail crossing Maine.
The Appalachian Trail is the longest trail in the world today and 
extends from Maine’s finest peak —  the super, massive granite 
monolith which is Katahdin —  some 2,000 miles south to Springer 
Mountain in Georgia, the southern end of the Blue Ridge Moun­
tains.
From Mount Katahdin the trail crosses some of Maine’s finest 
peaks, through the wilderness of Maine for 280 miles.
The proposal of The Appalachian Trail was originally advanced 
in 1921 by Benton MacKaye of Shirley, Massachusetts. Forester, 
philosopher and dreamer, MacKaye, from his wanderings in the New 
England forests, had conceived the vision of a trail, which for all 
practical purposes should be endless. He gave expression to his 
plan in an article, THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL, AN EXPERI­
MENT IN REGIONAL PLANNING, in the October 1921 issue of 
the Journal of American Institute of Architects. MacKaye’s proposal 
aroused interest among the outing clubs in the east and The Ap­
palachian Trail Conference was formulated to transform this dream 
into a reality. Years of planning, labor, struggle and adversity, cul­
minating in final success, have witnessed completion of the project.
A large amount of credit for the completion of this Trail is due the 
late Myron H. Avery, a native son of Maine, for over twenty years 
Chairman of the Appalachian Trail Conference, who gave unstint­
edly of his time and efforts.
As the Trail in Maine leads through an utter wilderness, often 
distant many days’ journey from the nearest town or road, admit­
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tedly to become lost from the Trail in Maine would be a serious 
matter. But let no one, who would otherwise undertake this journey, 
be deterred by any such consideration; for those responsible for the 
Trail have devoted much emphasis to its marking.
Throughout, the Trail is most conspicuously indicated by an un­
broken line of white paint blazes, which face the direction of travel. 
There are many side trails marked by blue blazes. As the insignia 
of the route, this marking is further supplemented by diamond­
shaped galvanized iron or square metal markers, which bear the 
“A. T.” monogram and the legend “Appalachian Trail— Maine to 
Georgia.”
A ccommodations
A unique feature of the Trail in Maine is that, although it leads 
through an utter wilderness, yet it is so located that comfortable 
accommodations may be found frequently along the Trail. This 
seeming incongruity of finding accommodations in the wilderness is 
explained by the existence of sporting camps, a form of hostelry 
peculiar to Maine. These camps, attractively situated on some lake, 
are comprised of a group of log cabins with a central dining hall. 
Rustic yet comfortable, with their interesting hosts, they add much 
to the pleasure of travel along the Appalachian Trail in Maine. 
Along some segments of the Trail these sporting camps are so lo­
cated that a two- or four-day trip may be made traveling from camp 
to camp.
Along the entire 280 miles there is now a chain of lean-tos (log 
shelters open on one side) located at intervals of a day’s journey.
The available accommodations along the Trail are indicated in 
GUIDE TO THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE (see be­
low).
GUIDEBOOKS
One wanting detailed information on The Appalachian Trail in Maine 
should refer to GUIDE TO THE APPALACHIAN TRAIL IN MAINE, 
(368 pp., 9 maps), procurable from the Appalachian Trail Conference, 1916 
Sunderland Place, N. W., Washington 6, D. C. and the Maine Publicity Bureau 
offices; price $3.25.
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For Maine mountains generally, there is the 1961 A.M.C. MAINE MOUN­
TAIN GUIDE (200 pp., 5 page maps; 4 folded maps), which describes more 
than 100 summits, procurable from the Appalachian Mountain Club, 5 loy 
St., Boston 8, Mass.; price $3.50.
BAXTER STATE PARK
More than forty years ago Percival P. Baxter, then a young mem­
ber of the Maine Legislature, became keenly aware of the wild, un­
spoiled beauty of the Katahdin region.
In his mind’s eye, he saw this region preserved for all time as a 
retreat for Maine’s citizens and her visitors; as a place that would re­
main unchanged in its primitive glory through the ages; as a spot 
that would stand forever as a barrier to encroaching civilization; as 
a preserve where the birds and animals of the forest could find refuge 
for all time and where they could be admired for their grace and 
beauty by nature lovers.
Through five legislative sessions and through two terms as Gover­
nor, he worked unceasingly to have his dream come true; to have 
the state purchase and set aside a part, at least, of this region. In­
variably, however, his plan met defeat. He was unable to convince 
his contemporaries of its worth.
Undaunted, he decided to act on his own responsibility after he 
left office.
Up to the present, he has obtained 201,018 acres in the heart of 
the Katahdin region. This he has deeded to Maine to “be forever 
held by the state as Trustee, in Trust for the benefit of the people 
of Maine.” The only other restrictions he has placed on this tre­
mendously valuable gift is that it “forever be left in its natural wild 
state, forever be kept as a sanctuary for wild beasts and birds and 
forever be used for public forest, public park and public recrea­
tional purposes.”
In accepting the gift, the Maine Legislature passed a law in 1933 
that it should be named the “Baxter State Park.” Governor Lewis 
O. Barrows, in a message to the 1939 Maine Legislature, said that:
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“These areas are accepted under the terms of a definite, unbreakable 
Trust. A state Trust of this character is a solemn obligation and I 
am confident that the word of the Sovereign State of Maine, once 
given, never will be broken.”
Percival P. Baxter’s gift to the citizens of Maine is an outstanding 
one; one that will be appreciated more and more as time goes on.
KATAHDIN
In describing Maine’s various mountain peaks it is natural that we should 
start with Katahdin.
Katahdin is not only the outstanding peak of Maine but of the 
eastern United States. To its preeminence the striking extent of its 
literature1— more extensive than any other single American peak—  
bears conclusive evidence. To deal adequately with the Katahdin 
Region and its trails is beyond the scope of this publication.
Information and details as to trails and approaches in the Katah­
din Region are contained in the KATAHDIN SECTION (Vol. II 
of 5th edition, 1961), (200 pp., 2 folded maps) procurable from 
the Appalachian Trail Conference, 1916 Sunderland Place, N.W., 
Washington 6, D. C., and Maine Publicity Bureau offices; price $1.25
The 1961 A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE (see p. 8) 
contains an extensive section on Katahdin, with description of trails 
and map; procurable from Appalachian Mountain Club, 5 Joy St., 
Boston, Mass.; price $3.50.
The following extracts from the first mentioned book will afford 
some conception of this outstanding mountain mass:
“Katahdin, the northern terminus of The Appalachian Trail, 
is easily one of its most outstanding features. It is the mountain 
preeminent—without peer east of the Rocky Mountains! “Kette- 
Adene”—Indian for the “greatest mountain”—in every way re­
sponds to the tribute of the age-old name given the mountain by 
the aboriginal dwellers in the fastnesses of the Maine forests.
Rising as an isolated, massive, gray granite monolith from the
1 See AN ANNOTATED BIBLIOGRAPHY OF MOUNT KATAHDIN, 
by Edward S. C. Smith and Myron H. Avery, procurable from the Appala­
chian Trail Conference, 1916 Sunderland Place, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.; 
price $1.00.
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central Maine forest, broken only by the silver sheen of its count­
less lakes, Katahdin is indeed the monarch of an illimitable 
wilderness.
“From each cardinal direction, Katahdin’s aspect is utterly dif­
ferent. It is not one but many mountains. From the south, seen 
over Togue Ponds on the Millinocket approach to the mountain, 
it is a huge, undulating rampart wall. From the east, over beau­
tiful Katahdin Lake, it is the rim of a series of broken-open 
volcanic cones. From the north, it is merely the culminating 
peak of two parallel ranges which approach it from the level 
lands of the Penobscot East Branch Valley. From the west it is 
a long ridge, overtopping the outlying, protecting barrier ranges.
“The mountain itself may be aptly, if not elegantly, described 
as an enormous broad fishhook. The projecting point is the 
broad, rounded dome of Pamola (4,902 ft.). To the Indians, 
Pamola was the deity of the mountain. In awe of Pamola’s 
wrath, the Indians never ventured near it. Those who accom­
panied Charles Turner in 1804 told him how Pamola had de­
stroyed a party of Indians, who had previously ventured into the 
fastnesses of Katahdin, so that none now dared approach the 
mountain. Enclosed in the bend of the hook, which extends at 
first south, then west and north, are three enormous basins— 
Great, North and Little North. These are open to the east. The 
Great Basin, at an elevation of 2,910 ft., has two ponds—Chim­
ney, about eight acres in extent, and a smaller pond, known as 
Cathedral Pool. From their floors, sheer gray or pink granite 
walls rise abruptly two thousand feet to the rim above.
“Encircling the Great Basin for three-quarters of its circum­
ference, is the famous Knife-Edge, a narrow wall of vertically- 
fractured granite. In many places one may stand astride of it; 
below precipitous slopes fall sheer for 1,500 feet. The Knife- 
Edge leads gradually upwards, past South Peak to Baxter Peak 
(formerly Monument Peak), just thirteen feet under a mile in 
height. Here is the summit of Katahdin. This, too, is on the 
rim encircling the Great Basin. The broad summit of Katahdin, 
The Tableland, extending south and west for a mile, and north 
for about three miles, is decidedly unexpected after the impres­
sion of a narrow mountain rim, formed by the views from below. 
To the north—and forming the shank of the hook—The Table­
land descends to its lowest point, The Saddle. It then rises to 
Hamlin Peak (4,751 ft.) from which a long bare ridge, Hamlin 
Ridge leads east, separating the Great and North Basins. It is a 
favorite route on the mountain. Beyond Hamlin Peak are the 
bare Howe Peaks (4,612 to 4,734 ft.), then a long ridge, covered 
at first with a dense growth of scrub and then by a spruce and 
fir forest, leads to Wassataquoik Stream. A ravine divides the 
northern end of the mountain. On the east is the square bulk of 
Russell Mountain; to the west is Tip-Top, on the slope of which 
can still be seen the remains of an old sluice, used to drop logs 
into a pond formed by the splicing together of two streams in 
E. B. Draper’s Wassataquoik lumber operations in 1910. High 
on the slope of Tip-Top is a rarely visited pond.
“West of Katahdin is the Klondike, a great elevated, forbid­
ding spruce-flat, lying between Katahdin and the L-shaped Ka- 
tahdinauguoh. The famous Penobscot Indian Joe Francis, who 
hunted moose there so named the region because of its sugges­
tion of the wilderness of the Alaskan Klondike. No trails lead 
into it or through it. At its upper end, it is a broad level ex­
panse, enclosing several deadwaters.
“The Middle Branch of Wassataquoik Stream rises here. Ex­
cept by climbing over the surrounding range, the only ap­
proach to the Klondike is a tortuous way from the northeast 
along the stream, where it has forced its way through the nar­
row dark and gloomy defile between Fort Mountain and the 
Northwest Plateau.
“On the west side of the mountain, high above Klondike, 
are three other ravines. Perhaps the most interesting is the 
Northwest Basin (2,800 ft. app.), discovered less than a cen­
tury ago, on whose shelf are located 5 ponds, A waterfall, 
dropping from the slope of the mountain, is the inlet of Davis 
Pond. The outlet of Lake Cowles cascades from the shelf to 
the Northwest Basin Brook below. On the upper reaches of 
the Northwest Basin Brook is a long line of waterfalls.
“Klondike Pond (3,435 ft.) on the southern side of the 
Northwest Plateau is a long, narrow body of water, a third of a 
mile in length, in a wild and picturesque ravine located high 
above the Klondike. Witherle Ravine is an enormous chasm, 
near The Gateway, descending to Katahdin Stream under the 
shadow on the cliffs on The Owl.
“What has been said is a mere enumeration of the outstand­
ing features of Katahdin. The casual climber, who thinks he has 
seen all after he reaches Baxter Peak, knows little of the 
wonders of Katahdin. It is a mountain not for a one day’s trip 
but for many weeks and to which the traveler will return again 
and again with increasing pleasure and enthusiasm.”
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M OUNTAINS NEAR KATAHDIN
“From the south, Katahdin is a solitary mountain.” From 
other directions, it is merely the lofty culmination of a long 
line of satellite peaks which lead to it from the north. These 
peaks, really magnificent in themselves, suffer only from the mis­
fortune of lying so close under the dominating shadow of Ka­
tahdin. Were Katahdin not here, these outlying mountains alone 
would form a worthy playground for the mountaineer.
“There is a fascinating region north of Katahdin—Russell, 
Fort, Mullen, Wassataquoik and Pogy mountains and that gem 
of mountain lakes, Wassataquoik. Farther Southwest are North 
and South Brother, now accessible, culminating summits of the 
Katahdinauguoh, rising over 4,000 feet in height. Together with 
Mt. Coe, these peaks form the beautiful symmetrical line of sum­
mits known as The Brothers.
“Nestled between Wassataquoik Mountain and the broad ex­
panse of South Pogy Mountain, with the picturesque ruins of 
its lumbering past, is Wassataquoik Lake, narrow, long, walled-in 
by sheer cliffs in a setting perhaps unequalled in the state. Be­
yond Pogy Mountain is a cross-range (east-west) of Burnt, Squirt 
Dam, Black Brook, Black Cat and South Branch Mountains. The 
Maine Forest Service firetower on Burnt Mountain affords a fine 
outlook over the entire region.
“Across the flat Pogy Notch looms another parallel range. 
From the Maine Forest Service firetower on Matagamon or 
Horse Mountain, rising abruptly from Matagamon or Grand 
Lake, there extends south and west a series of bare rhyolite cones 
.—The Deadwater Mountains—which in 1857 had indelibly im­
pressed Thoreau. The other peaks of this group, all easily 
climbed, are Trout Brook Mountain, the three peaks of Billfish 
Mountain and Bald Mountain. On the summit of Bald Moun­
tain is a small growth of Pinus banksiana, first reported there by 
the State Geological Survey in 1861.
“South lies The Traveler. Its descriptive name was applied by 
voyageurs on the Penobscot East Branch; the mountain seemed 
to travel with them. For many years thought to be the second 
highest mountain in the state, The Traveler has now been 
forced to yield this distinction to peaks in western Maine. To 
the west, five spurs extend from its long bare ridge. Two side 
ridges wall in the two South Branch Ponds, whose spectacular 
beauty has few rivals in the state.
“All of these peaks are trailless. Only the hiker, prepared 
to cope with the wilderness, may know the beauties and fascina­
tion of these trackless summits.
“From the Nesowadnehunk Tote-road on the west side of 
Katahdin, Doubletop’s cone—perhaps Maine’s most perfect 
mountain—offers a full but rewarding day’s trip. Trails also 
lead to the low-lying Sentinel Mountain with a splended, grand­
stand view of the Katahdin Range from the west.
“The rock pinnacles on the dense scrub-covered cone of The 
Owl, the long ridge of Barren, O-J-I with its nameplate washed 
out by the slides following the September 1932 storm, and the 
inverted V-shaped slide on Mount Coe, afford strenuous but 
most rewarding trips from the Nesowadnehunk Tote-road.
“From the Roaring Brook Road on the east side of Katahdin, 
the broad expanse of Turner Mountain with its North, South 
and East Peaks and the misnamed Twin Ponds in a glacial 
cirque afford a full but rewarding trip with a grandstand view 
of the Katahdin Range from the east.”
Former Governor Baxter says—
The works of man are short lived. Monuments decay, build­
ings crumble, and wealth vanishes, but Katahdin in its massive 
grandeur forever shall remain the Mountain of the People of 
Maine.
[15J

THE ROAD APPROACHES TO KATAHDIN
There are three highway approaches to Katahdin— from three 
cardinal points of the compass. The one most generally used is from 
the south. This route begins at Millinocket, distant some 23 miles 
from Mattawamkeag via Maine Highway 157 (62 miles from Bangor 
on U. S. Route 2 ). On this route, known as the Millinocket- 
Greenville Road locally but shown on most maps as the Baxter State 
Park Road, at 16.2 miles from Millinocket the Roaring Brook Road 
leads 9.8 miles to the Roaring Brook Campground. Beyond this fork, 
at 20 miles from Millinocket, where the Millinocket-Greenville Road 
bears left to cross the Penobscot West Branch on Abol Bridge, 
Nesowadnehunk Tote-road ahead leads 4.5 miles to Abol Camp­
ground, 6.7 miles to Katahdin Stream Campground, 16 miles to the 
junction with the Grand Lake Road and, just beyond, Nesowadne­
hunk Campground.
The route from the west is from Greenville over the Greenville- 
Millinocket Road (known locally as the Ripogenus Road) to Ripo- 
genus Dam and continuing beyond the dam on the road to Nesow­
adnehunk Campground, a distance of 56 miles from Greenville. 
(Katahdin Stream Campground is 9.5 miles farther on the Nesow­
adnehunk Tote-road.)
By turning, at Nesowadnehunk Campground, on to the Grand 
Lake Road, it is 20.5 miles farther to South Branch Ponds Camp­
ground (a total of 56.5 miles from Millinocket and 76.5 miles from 
Greenville).
From the north the approach is from Patten, via the Grand Lake 
Road and South Branch Ponds Road, a distance of 35.7 miles to 
South Branch Ponds Campground. From here the summit of Katah­
din is some 18 miles distant to the south by trail.
From the termini of the various road approaches above listed, 
trails extend to the summit. From the south, from the Roaring Brook 
Campground the Basin-Chimney Ponds Trail leads 3.3 miles to the 
Great Basin and the Chimney Pond Campground. From here the 
summit is reached by four routes. Also from Roaring Brook Camp-
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ground the Helon Taylor Trail leads to the summit of Pamola, from 
which it is 1.1 miles across the Rnife-Edge to Baxter Peak. From 
the west the Appalachian Trail leads from the Katahdin Stream 
Campground on the Nesowadnehunk Tote-road up the Hunt Spur 5.19 
miles to the summit. From Abol Campground on the same road, 
Abol Trail leads 3.78 m. to the summit. From the north, from South 
Branch Ponds Campground, the Pogy Notch Trail leads to Russell 
Pond Campground and the Wassataquoik Tote-road and via the 
Northwest Basin Trail or the North Peaks Trail to the summit. From 
McCarty Field, on the Grand Fake Road, the Old Pogy Road leads 
also to Russell Pond Campground.
The various trails at Katahdin may be roughly grouped as follows: 
(A )— Trails from the Approach Roads; (B )— Trails to the Summits 
from Chimney Pond; and (C )— Trails on the Mountain. The brief 
resume herein given follows this order.
A — TRAILS FROM THE APPROACH ROADS
1— The Appalachian (Hunt) Trail (5.19 miles).
This route leaves the Nesowadnehunk Tote-road at Katahdin 
Stream Campground. For 2.4 miles this trail is above timber line 
and portions of the ascent over the boulders of the Hunt Spur are 
quite spectacular. Intensively marked by white paint blazes, this 
route is recommended for first ascents and climbs made under adverse 
weather conditions. The Katahdin Stream Campground has accom­
modations in the form of open-front shelters, tenting sites, bunk 
houses and a Ranger Station where some supplies may be purchased.
2— Abol Trail (3.78 miles).
This is an alternate route to the summit from the southwest which 
leaves the Nesowadnehunk Tote-road at Abol Campground 24.5 
miles from Millinocket. Here open-front shelters and tenting sites 
are available. It is the shortest route to the summit leading over 
the old Abol Slide of 1816 and the more recent slides. Part of this 
route follows the historic (original) Abol Trail, one of the earliest 
routes to the mountain. This trail joins The Appalachian Trail on 
The Tableland at Thoreau Spring, 1 mile southwest of Baxter Peak.
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3— Basin and Chimney Ponds Trails (3.3 miles).
This trail extends from Roaring Brook Campground, at the ter­
minus of the Roaring Brook Road, to Chimney Pond Campground. 
At Roaring Brook Campground accommodations are available in 
the form of open-front shelters, tenting sites, and bunk houses; 
there is also a Ranger Station. The trail follows a worn tote-road 
ascending steeply as far as Basin Ponds. Beyond it ascends steadily 
over a footway to Chimney Pond. Here accommodations are avail- 
ble in the form of open-front shelters, tenting sites, a bunkhouse and 
Ranger Station. From here several trails lead to the summits.
4— Helon Taylor Trail (3.16 miles).
This trail leads from Roaring Brook Campground to the summit 
of Pamola. From here it is 1.1 miles across the Knife-Edge to Bax­
ter Peak; also from Pamola the Dudley Trail leads 1.25 miles to 
Chimney Pond.
5— The Marston Trail
The trail leaves the Millinocket-Nesowadnehunk Road at Slide 
Dam, 5.9 miles north of Katahdin Stream Campground and 3.6 miles 
south of Nesowadnehunk Campground. The trail starts up the north 
side of Slide Brook. At 0.16 miles bear left soon reaching brook on 
north. Ascend gradually crossing brook at 0.81 mile. About 114 
miles from the road, the side trail south to the Mt. Coe slide diverges 
right at a double cairn. The Marston Trail reaches the foot of the 
South Brother slide at 1.47 miles. Ascend steeply reaching the head 
of slide at 2.22 miles and enter scrub spruce and fir. Here the trail 
goes around the north shoulder of South Brother, then descends 
somewhat to the shallow valley between the Brothers. After cross­
ing this fairly level valley pass spring at 3.14 miles and then ascend 
steeply. At 3.61 miles leave scrub for open boulders, reaching sum­
mit of North Brother at 3.74 miles. There are excellent views, par­
ticularly of the west slopes of Katahdin and, in the reverse direction, 
the Nesowadnehunk Lake region and the interesting valley of Little 
Nesowadnehunk Stream.
Distances. Road to head of South Brother slide 2.22 miles (2 
hours and 15 minutes); summit of North Brother 3.74 miles (3 hours 
and 30 minutes).
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6— Russell Pond Trail (7 miles).
This route leads from Roaring Brook Campground, at the ter­
minus of the Roaring Brook Road, to Russell Pond Campground in 
the interior of Baxter State Park. At Russell Pond Campground 
there is a small bunkhouse, lean-tos and ample tent space; there is 
also a Ranger Station. The trail follows the valley between Katahdin 
and Turner Mountain, crosses Stream and continues to Russell Pond. 
It affords access to Wassataquoik Lake, the northern end of Katahdin 
and, via the Pogy Notch Trail or the Old Pogy Road, The Traveler, 
South Branch Ponds, and the extensive mountain region north of 
Katahdin.
7— Pogy Notch Trail (9.6 miles).
This trail leads from South Branch Ponds Campground, where a 
small bunkhouse, open-front shelters and tent sites are available, at 
the terminus of the South Branch Ponds Road (reached via the Grand 
Lake Road 35.7 miles from Patten), to Russell Pond Campground 
in the Wassataquoik Valley, midway between the mountains to the 
north and the summit of Katahdin. It traverses the deep Pogy Notch 
between The Traveler and the South Branch Mountains and affords 
access to an interesting region.
8—  The Old Pogy Road (Draper’s Pack Horse Trail) (10.5 miles).
This trail utilizes portions of two routes famous in the early lum­
bering history of the region. It provides a connection between the 
Grand Lake Road at McCarty Field and Russell Pond Campground 
and access to Wassataquoik Lake and South Pogy Mountain.
9— South Turner Trail
The trail starts at the Roaring Brook Campground and, coinciding 
with the Russell Pond Trail, crosses Roaring Brook. At 0.15 mile 
the Russell Pond Trail goes left and the South Turner Trail straight 
ahead to Sandy Stream Pond. At 0.35 mile turn right and continue 
around southeast shore of the pond crossing outlet. Follow right 
fork at 0.71 mile entering small boulder field at 0.89 mile and fol­
low cairns, ascending. At 1.09 miles turn left, enter scrub growth 
and ascend steeply. At 1.57 miles pass side trail to spring, bear left 
away from slide and continue ascending through scrub. At 1.85
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miles leave scrub for open ledges, reaching the summit of South 
Turner at 2.0 miles.
Distance. 2.0 miles (1 hour and 50 minutes).
B — TRAILS TO THE SUMMITS FROM CHIMNEY POND
The trails described in this section lead on to the mountain from 
Chimney Pond, the approach to which is described in the preceding 
section.
10— Saddle Trail (2.2 miles).
This is the easiest route from Chimney Pond to the summit. It 
ascends the old Saddle Slide to the lowest point of The Tableland 
and then turns south toward the summit with a gradual ascent. A  
portion of the course of the trail, for some 0.2 miles along the course 
of the old slide, is extremely rough.
11— Dudley Trail (1.25 miles).
This is a much frequented route from Chimney Pond up the broad 
slope of Pamola. It affords a magnificent outlook over the Great or 
South Basin below. Beyond Pamola there is a traverse of 1.1 miles 
over Chimney Peak and the Knife-Edge to Baxter Peak. This route, 
returning to the Great Basin by the Saddle Trail or the Cathedral 
Trail, is a favorite one day trip in the mountain. While the dis­
tance is only five miles, it involves very considerable exertion and 
climbing.
12— Cathedral Trail (1.7 miles).
This is the shortest trail from Chimney Pond to Baxter Peak, the 
summit of Katahdin. It involves a more difficult climb than the Sad­
dle Trail and crosses an extensive boulder field but does afford ex­
traordinary views of the Great Basin below. On its upper portion are 
two forks, leading to the summit and to the Saddle respectively.
13— North Basin Trail (1.25 miles).
This route leaves the Chimney-Basin Ponds Trail about half a 
mile below Chimney Pond. It leads east past the spur of Hamlin 
Ridge into the North Basin, one of the glacial cirques at Katahdin 
with its ponds.
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14— Hamlin Ridge Trail (2 miles).
Hamlin Ridge is the eastward projecting spur, dividing North and 
Great Basins. This trail leads up along the crest of this ridge. It is 
a superbly scenic route, much of the time above timber-line. It 
leaves the North Basin Trail at the foot of Hamlin Ridge and in­
tersects the North (Howe) Peaks Trail at Hamlin Peak. Combined 
with the other trails from Chimney Pond, this affords a magnificent 
circuit of the less-frequented northern part of the mountain.
C — TRAILS ON THE M OUNTAIN
15— Baxter Peak Cut-off (1 mile).
This is a route which diverges from the Saddle Trail and joins the 
Hunt Trail and Abol Trail at Thoreau Spring, 1 mile southwest of 
Baxter Peak. It avoids the climb over the summit in traversing the 
southern portion of the mountain.
16— Northwest Basin Trail (7.8 miles).
This route leads from The Saddle, the lowest point on Katahdin, 
0.9 mile to Caribou Spring (approximately 0.25 mile west of Hamlin 
Peak), and then for a mile west along the crest of the open North­
west Plateau. Then it descends steeply into Northwest Basin, with 
its four ponds and glacial features. Beyond, it follows Wassataquoik 
Stream for some miles, then bears north to Russell Pond Camp­
ground. This is an extremely difficult route, and involves consider­
able exertion.
17— North (Howe) Peaks Trail (5.7 miles).
This route follows, on its upper portions, the old Tracey and Love 
Trail originally cut in 1887. It leads from the Northwest Basin Trail 
southwest into the ravine between Russell Mountain to the east and 
Tip-Top to the west, climbing the north end of the mountain, after a 
distance of some 4 miles it reaches the open Tableland which is fol­
lowed south to Hamlin Peak.
Circuit trips over the summit (Baxter Peak) can be made by as­
cending by the Saddle Trail, Cathedral Trail or Hamlin Ridge Trail 
to the summit, traversing the Knife-Edge, and returning over the 
Dudley Trail; or instead of returning to Chimney Pond, the Helon 
Taylor Trail can be followed to Roaring Brook Campground.
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A Description of some of Maine’s mountains, together with details 
of the climb.
M OUNT ABRAHAM
Latitude 44-58 Longitude 70-19
Town—Mt. Abraham T. County— Franklin
Altitude 4,049 Base 1,160
Fire Tower. Auxiliary—Not Manned 
Maine Forestry Service Trail
Length of Trail—5 miles
Time required to ascend—3 hrs. 30 min.
Time required to descend—3 hrs.
Approach is by way of Route 27 from Farmington through Kingfield. Cross 
the bridge in Kingfield and in about one-quarter mile turn left on the black-top 
road. Follow this road 2Va miles to where it becomes a gravel road and then 
continue 5Va miles further to a point where the Abram Road and telephone line 
bear sharp left from this gravel road. Park cars here. At this point the trail be­
gins, to the summit and tower on Mt. Abraham. Follow the new lumber road 
and telephone line about one-tenth mile to Rapid Stream. Continue along lum­
ber road following telephone line about one-half mile where the road becomes 
a trail. It is then about three miles to the watchman’s camp. The ascent to the 
camp is gradual with a total change in elevation of about 800 feet. From the 
camp to the tower the distance is IV2 miles with a climb of approximately 1900 
feet. The last half mile of trail to the tower is above timber line and completely 
exposed. There is a fine panoramic view from the summit and a fine view of 
Sugarloaf, Maine’s second highest mountain.
The peak where the tower is located is on a ledge, thus void of vegetation. 
The rocks are of the early geological age. Some rocks near the top are 
marked by glacier which passed in the glacial period.
M OUNT ABRAM
Town— Greenwood County— Oxford
Altitude 1,960 Base 763
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by
permission.
Time required to ascend from parking place to summit one hour.
Mt. Abram in Greenwood affords interesting views to the North and West 
from high pastures and ledges. A ski development has been opened (1960) 
on the northeast slope of the mountain but does not reach the route described 
here.
Take a dirt road diverging east from Maine 35 about three miles south of 
Bethel and about Va mile north of the Albany-Greenwood line. About one 
mile beyond take left fork to the farm of B. L. Harrington high on the west 
slope of the mountain. A road bears right just before this farm and continues 
for Vs mile higher to the renovated building of the old Harrington home­
stead. From the north end of this building walk north across an open field 
bearing right. The trail starts up the slope in about Vs mile. After crossing 
a small brook at the edge of the woods a well defined trail leads to a blue­
berry clearing. Head southeast across the field to an indistinct logging road
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which bears south to a lumbered area. Beyond the slash area to the east is a 
rocky outcrop of ledges which leads south to a cairn on the ledge just west of 
the summit.
ALBANY M OUNTAIN
Town— Albany County— Oxford
Elevation 1,900 Base 681
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by
permission.
This mountain is in Albany, and although the trail to the summit is not 
presently maintained, the experienced tramper should have no difficulty in 
following it. The views from the open summit ledges are excellent in all 
directions.
Leave highway Route # 2  at West Bethel and follow the road south that 
leads to Crocker Pond Campground. Park car off the road at the WMNF 
Albany Notch Trail sign, nearly 6 miles from West Bethel. Alternatively, this 
point may be reached by branching west from Route #5  just south of Songo 
Pond in Albany. A little more than Vi mile in on the Notch trail, and just 
before a small brook crossing, a well defined path diverges left (south) and can 
be followed easily for a considerable distance up the north slope of the moun­
tain. As it nears the summit open spaces become more frequent, and the main 
path somewhat less obvious. As there are many side paths made by blue­
berry pickers, most of these, if followed upward, will shortly reach the broad 
summit.
Road to summit about two miles.
AZISCOOS M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-50 Longitude 71
Town— Lincoln PI. County— Oxford
Altitude 3,215 Base 1,246
Length of Trail—3 miles.
Time required to ascend—1 hr. 15 min.
Time required to descend—1 hr.
Fire Tower.
Aziscoos received its name from the Indians. The name was first given to 
Aziscoos Falls on the Magalloway River located just below Aziscoos Dam. 
The word Aziscoos means “singing water.” We have Aziscoos Falls, Aziscoos 
Dam, Aziscoos Lake and Aziscoos Mountain. The mountain is dome shaped 
with two dome shaped summits. The lower portions of the mountain are cov­
ered with a hard wood growth while the upper areas are of the black growth. 
The ledges towards the top are generally rolling and are broken and fissured 
to a great extent. At the bases of the greater ledges there are vast windrows 
of gigantic boulders. This mountain stands out by itself not immediately con­
nected with any other range. The view from Aziscoos is superb. It takes in 
all of the Rangeley region and northern New Hampshire including the White 
Mountains. There is a good rest room at the foot of the tower. There is also 
a splendid chance to eat your lunch.
The trail begins approximately 1 mile east of Aziscoos Dam on Route 16 
and is designated by a sign. This trail goes direct to tower, however, about 1
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mile off Route 16 the trail branches to the right. This trail will take you to 
the watchman’s camp and then continues to the tower. After passing watch­
man’s camp trail grows rougher and steeper. The last 0.25 m. is over prac­
tically bare ledges. Drinking water is from a spring at watchman’s camp.
BALD M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-37 Longitude 70-21
Town— Perkins PL County—Franklin
Altitude Base 780
1st peak 2,386 
2nd peak 2,572
No Look-out Tower.
Length of trail to highest peak—3.5 miles.
Time required to ascend—3 hrs.
Time required to descend—214 hrs.
Approach is by way of route 4 to Wilton, and 156 from Wilton. Drive on 
route 156 for 8.2 m. from the town of Wilton. The trail may be located on 
the left hand side of the road. Look for a cottage with an open porch on the 
right hand side of the road. Entrance to the trail is about 0.5 m. from the 
cottage on the left. Cross metal culvert to get to the entrance of the trail. 
3 or 4 cars may be left here at the entrance of the trail. Trail starts by cross­
ing brook fifteen feet from road across field about 100 yards to edge of woods. 
Look for blaze on trees. Climbing starts as soon as you enter the woods and 
you have the same grade for about half way up. The trail is fairly well 
marked all of the way by rags on the trees. Very many interesting rock 
formations. Splendid views from the top. Not a hard climb.
BALD M OUNTAIN
Town— Rangeley County—Franklin
Altitude 2,443 Base—1,467
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by 
permission.
This small mountain is finely located on the isthmus between Mooselook- 
meguntic and Rangeley Lakes. There are fine views of both lakes from the 
top. A ski area has been developed on its north slope.
For the hiking trail go west from Oquossoc on highway Route # 4  to Haines 
Landing. Turn left (south) just before the landing and follow road along 
shore of lake about one mile to the foot of the trail (sign) on left. This is 
about seventy-five yards south of signs to The Barker resort. In a short dis­
tance from the start of the trail take the right fork and ascend east and south­
east to the summit.
From the road to the summit one mile. Time to climb is one hour.
BALDPATE M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-36 Longitude 70-52
Town— Grafton County— Oxford
Altitude 3,820 Base 1,500
No Fire Tower.
Length of Trail—3.72 miles.
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Time required to ascend—3 hrs. 45 min.
Time required to descend—2 hrs.
Appalachian Trail
Approach is by way of route 2 from Rumford or Bethel. Near Rumford 
Point turn onto route 5, follow this to Andover. At Andover Village swing 
left onto a dirt road. Drive to Frye Brook which is around 5.5 m. from the 
village of Andover. The trail leads off to the left from this highway near Frye 
Brook.
There is ample parking space for cars. The trail starts near Frye Brook 
leading off to the left of the highway. At 0.28 m. is a splendid lean-to and 
facilities for cooking and staying over night. The first part of the trail fol­
lows closely Frye Brook where there are several cascades, waterfalls and 
canyons, very interesting. At 0.57 m. past the Flume Sheer Falls in narrow 
canyon, very spectacular. The first part of the climb is easy and-gentle, the last 
is steeper. The trail leads over Little Baldpate and from here on you need to 
follow the cairns carefully. The trail is well marked by Appalachian Trail 
blazes. It is a very interesting climb and the view from the top is exceptional. 
The Appalachian Trail leads over the peak and down the other side of Baldpate 
to route 26. This mountain affords a splendid opportunity for parties to split— 
one party going up one side of the mountain and the other party going up 
the other side. One party could ascend the mountain from the Andover side 
and the other ascend from the Grafton side. The party going up from the 
Andover side would descend into Grafton Notch taking the car left there 
by the other party and vice-versa. It is 7.2 m. from where cars are left at 
Frye Brook up the mountain and down the other side to route 26.
BOUNDARY BALD M OUNTAIN
Latitude 45-47 Longitude 70-12
Town— Bald Mountain T 4 R 3 County— Somerset
Altitude 3,640 Base 1,588
Fire Tower.
Length of Trail—3!4 miles
Time required to ascend—2Vi to 3 hrs.
Time required to descend—2 to 2Vi hrs.
Boundary Bald Mountain probably got its name because it is so near the 
International boundary between United States and Canada, and it is nearly 
free from bushes and tree growth on the top. There is a small waterfall near 
the watchman’s camp.
Approach is by way of route 201 from Bingham and Jackman. After leav­
ing Jackman, follow route 201 to the Heald Pond Camp sign. Turn right 
and drive 3 m. over a good gravel road to the Heald Pond Camps. Cars may 
be left one mile beyond Heald Pond Camps. A good trail and easy to follow. 
Some parts of the trail are quite steep. Plenty of drinking water along the trail.
BEAR M OUNTAIN
Latitude 45-17 Longitude 68-6
Town—Lakeville County—Penobscot
Altitude 740 Base 304
Length of Trail—2.5 miles
Time required to ascend—1 hr.
Time required to descend—45 min.
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Fine drinking water near summit. Bear Mountain lies 3 m. south of Dill 
Ridge Mountain. Beautiful Sysladobsis Lake is at the base of the mountain 
and seems right under your feet. There is no trail from the summit down to 
the lake, but one may descend this way without much difficulty and see some 
very interesting rock formation.
The approach is by route 6 from Lincoln. Follow route 6 through Spring- 
field Village and turn a sharp right at the top of the hill just beyond the vil­
lage. Continue on a dirt road to fire warden’s camp on Dobsis Lake. Cars 
may be left here. The distance from Springfield Village is 7 m. If desired a 
guide may be obtained at the camps for the ascent. This is not a high moun­
tain, but a very interesting climb and a beautiful view from the top.
M OUNT BIGELOW
Latitude 45-8 Longitude 70-16
Town— Dead River Pit. County—Somerset
Altitude 4,150 Base 1,122
Fire Tower.
Mt. Bigelow was named for Major Timothy Bigelow. Major Bigelow was 
with Benedict Arnold’s famous march through Maine to Quebec. It was be­
lieved by Benedict Arnold that if they could get to the top of this mountain 
they could look into the city of Quebec, so Major Bigelow was sent to the top 
of the mountain.
Maine Forest Service Trail
Length of Trail—3.63 miles.
Time required to ascend—3 hrs.
Time required to descend 2 hrs.
Follow highway 27 to a point 3 miles west of Bigelow Village, then turn 
right onto dirt road just before reaching Stoney Brook Bridge. The dirt road 
will end in approximately 2Vi miles at the junction of Appalachian Trail and 
Forest Service Trail. Cars can usually be driven about 300 feet further along 
telephone line and cars can be parked in the small grassy area. Access is 
hereby afforded to either the Appalachian Trail or the Forest Service Trail.
If the Appalachian Trail is to be followed, backtrack to white blazes and 
turn right up hill. If the Forest Service Trail is to be followed, continue along 
telephone line. In about 500 feet, old road becomes a trail. Then follow 
telephone line to Bigelow Col, approximately 314 miles. In the col, the 
Forestry Trail joins the Appalachian Trail at the Myron Avery Memorial 
Lean-to.
The fire tower is located on Avery Peak .4 mile east on Appalachian Trail. 
This is the shortest route to the summit of Bigelow, although not particularly 
scenic. It is also very steep in the upper reaches. It is advisable to carry 
canteens on this trip; water can normally be obtained from three brooks lo­
cated along the trail. The last dependable water is located at approximately 
the 2VS mile mark where the steep climbing begins. Canteens should be filled 
here.
Appalachian Trail
Length of trail—7.15 miles.
Time required to ascend 5 to 6 hrs.
Time required to descend 3 to 4 hrs.
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In following the Appalachian Trail, ascent is gradual at first; then becomes 
steep and somewhat rough. The Horns Pond lean-tos are reached at 33A 
miles, Vi mile farther the South Horn (3,831 ft.) is crossed and then the West 
Peak (4,150 ft.) reached at 6.4 miles. After the descent into Bigelow Col, the 
fire tower on Avery Peak (4,088 ft.) is reached at 7.15 miles. Canteens should 
be carried and definitely filled at Horns Pond.
BLUEBERRY (JO H N NEWMAN) M OUNTAIN
Town— Berlin Township # 6  County— Franklin
Altitude 2,942 Base—960
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by 
permission.
The trail to the summit is maintained by the Campcraft Department, Camp 
Kawanhee at Weld.
From Weld Village drive to Weld Corner on Route #142, turn right on 
same route for 1.6 miles, cross brook and turn left into logging road where 
trail sign is on telephone pole. The trail is marked with paint blazes of various 
colors. Follow the road for about Vi mile to the fork. Take the right fork 
and follow this road for about Vi mile to two small buildings. Take the road 
to the left at the intersection, (logging roads diverge at various points). Fol­
low the main road which although not in very good repair is not overgrown. 
The trail diverges to the right (no sign—watch carefully for blazes) about Vi 
mile beyond the intersection and ascends to the ledges of Blueberry Mountain 
and thence to the summit. There are interesting geological formations at the 
top, which is barren and affords excellent views in all directions. There is no 
water on the trail.
Distance from highway #142 to summit 3Vi miles. The time to climb two 
hours and thirty minutes.
BLUEBERRY M OUNTAIN
Town— Stoneham County— Oxford
Altitude 1,820 Base 580
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by 
permission.
This mountain is a long flat, outlying spur running southwest from Speckled 
Mountain. The top is mostly one big ledge, with sparse and stunted trees. 
The numerous open spaces afford excellent views. Water is found in many 
places at the top, except in dry seasons.
Stone House Trail (CTA)
This trail starts back of the Stone House on Shell Pond Road and crosses 
the field to a logging road, which soon approaches close to Rattlesnake Brook. 
Leaving the trail here and following up the stream, one soon reaches Rattle­
snake Flume (Gorge)—worth visiting. About 3/a miles above the Flume a 
side trail leaves right (cairn) and descends in about 150 yards to an interest­
ing pool at the foot of a small cascade. The trail bears left from the logging 
road 3A mile from the highway and very shortly begins to climb, straight and 
steep, to the top of the ridge where it meets and ends at the Blueberry Ridge 
Trail, only a few steps from the top of Blueberry Mountain. At the junction
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bear right for Speckled Mountain, or turn left to descend via Blueberry Ridge 
Trail, Bickford Slides and Bickford Brook Trail to the Brickett Place.
Distance: Length of trail from Stone House to summit one and one half
miles. Time to ascend one hour and thirty minutes.
New Trail
This trail provides access to the open ledges on Blueberry Mountain and, 
with the Stone House Trail, affords an easy half-day circuit. The trail leaves 
the Shell Pond Road at a clearing marking the site of the former brick house. 
This is a short distance W of the stone house. The trail follows old logging 
roads N and W to an upland meadow, then climbs steeply up the R (E) margin 
of the cliffs seen from the road to a broad view of the Baldfaces and Royces. 
Following the crest of the cliffs to the W, the trail turns N, traversing open 
ledges and scrub growth along a line of white-topped cairns to a junction with 
the Blueberry Ridge Trail about 200 yds. W of the junction of the Stone House 
Trail. A short side trail crosses the upper ledges to the R (E) to a second 
outlook.
Distance: Shell Pond Road to cliffs 1 m. (1 hr.); to junction with Blue­
berry Ridge Trail 1 Vi m. (1 hr. 30 min.).
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by
permission.
Distances: Elliottsville Road to Moore’s Ponds about one mile (forty
minutes); West peak 1% miles (one hour and twenty minutes); east peak two 
miles (one hour and thirty minutes).
This small but rugged mountain, complete with its two peaks and its three 
small ponds situated well up on the southwest slope, rises above Lake Onawa. 
The views from the bare summits are excellent. PUBLIC USE of the only 
trail has been PROHIBITED for a number of years but the directions are in­
cluded in the event that permission is granted to climb the mountain.
From Monson follow the Elliottsville Road, crossing the Big Wilson Bridge 
at nine miles and the Canadian Pacific Railroad in another 2/3 miles. The 
route to Boarstone leads right 0.1 miles beyond, following a private road 
through a gate. The road ascends steadily by switch-backs and then runs along 
a shelf to the lowest of the three Moore’s Ponds where it ends. The ponds are 
known as Sunrise, Midday and Sunset. Follow trail around southeast end of 
the lowest pond, crossing outlet. Then turning north and then east, the trail 
steeply ascends the main cone to the open west peak. It descends slightly into 
the saddle and ascends to the higher east peak.
BOARSTONE M OUNTAIN
Town— Elliottsville Plantation 
Elevation 1,947
County— Piscataquis 
Base 537
BLACK M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-26
Town— Sumner and Peru
Altitude 2,200
Longitude 70-28 
County— Oxford 
Base 563
Length of Trail—2.2 miles.
Time required to ascend—1 Vi hrs.
Time required to descend—45 min.
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Approach is by way of route 4 from Auburn, taking route 117 at Turner, 
going through Buckfield to East Sumner. At East Sumner go directly to 
Sumner. Just north of Sumner take left fork. At 0.8 mile from Sumner take 
right fork, go 1.5 m. to old Crockett Farm where cars may be left. The road 
from Sumner to the Crockett Farm is passable from mid-May to end of season. 
Pass in front of house, keeping right on old road. At 0.3 m. straight ahead 
enter an old field, taking right hand road. Pass tumbled down building, reach­
ing fence at 0.5 m. Trail unmistakable from this point. Brook at 0.9 m. and 
at 1.3 m. ledge affording fine views to south and west. Continue over ledges 
to the top. A short distance beyond the summit is a sulphur spring. An inter­
esting bog is near the top.
MOUNT BLUE
Latitude 44-44 Longitude 70-21
Town— Avon County—Franklin
Altitude 3,187 Base 1,160
Fire Tower.
Length of Trail— 1.75 miles.
Time required—1 hr. 30 min.
Approach is by way of Wilton on route 156 to Weld. In Weld Village turn 
right at the four corners. Drive about 0.5 m. to a fork in the road and keep 
left on the improved road. Follow around on this road for about 4 m. going 
around the Center Hill Development. You will easily pick up the Mount Blue 
fire look-out trail. Ample parking space at the foot of the mountain. The trail 
to the top is in excellent condition and an apparently easy climb. It is 0.5 m. 
to the fire warden’s cabin. Here is one of the finest springs in Maine coming 
out of the side of the mountain. The trail to the top is a little steeper. Beauti­
ful view from the top of the mountain.
BURNT MEADOW M OUNTAIN
Latitude 43-54 Longitude 70-55
Town— Brownfield County— Oxford
Altitude 1,580 Base 372
Length of trail— 1.5 miles.
Time required to ascend— 1 hr. 20 min.
Time required to descend—45 min.
From the junction of Route 113 and Route 160 in East Brownfield proceed 
W. and S. on Route 160 through Brownfield and past Burnt Meadow Pond. 
Leave car at the point where the prominent E. spur of the north peak comes 
down to the highway. This is 3.2 m. from the junction with Me. 113 and 
Vz m. S. of Burnt Meadow Pond. Without trail strike up the slope W. keeping 
to the crest. In % m. pass over a small hump and descend slightly into a 
shallow col. Beyond continue W. up the crest of the spur, which becomes 
steeper and more open with a sharp dropoff to the L., to the summit.
CARIBOU M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-21 Longitude 70-55
Town—Mason County— Oxford
Altitude 2,828 Base 795
Bog Road Trail
Length of Trail—5.5 miles.
Time required—3 hrs. 15 min.
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Approach is by way of route 2 from Bethel. Turning to the left on a dirt 
road about 1.5 m. west of West Bethel. Cars may be driven nearly to the 
end of the road, about 2.5 m„ then a wood road is followed for 0.25 m. at 
which point the trail begins. Its start is somewhat obscure, but traces of the 
old telephone wire to the top will be found now and then which will help the 
climber. From the top the U. S. Forestry Service Trail from Evans Notch 
comes in on the right. The joint trail bears left to the ruins of an old shelter. 
Just above is a spring. A short walk brings one to the top.
From Evans Notch there are two trails, one up Morrison Brook and the 
other up Mud Brook. The approach to these trails is by way of route 2 from 
Bethel turning to the left on the Evans Notch Road at Gilead.
The Morrison Brook Trail
Length of Trail—2.5 miles.
Time required—2 hrs.
Leaves route 113 through the notch about 1.5 m. south of Hastings and 
follows the brook most of the way to the top. 0.5 m. below the summit the 
trail from West Bethel comes in on the left.
Mud Brook Trail
Length of Trail—2.5 miles.
Time required—2 hrs.
Built in 1933, leaves Evans Notch Road 2 m. south of Hastings and 30 feet 
north of Mud Brook Bridge. The approach to the summit is from the south 
and connects there with the Bog Road Trail.
COBURN M OUNTAIN
Latitude 45-28 Longitude 70-8
Town— Upper Enchanted County— Somerset
Altitude 3,718 Base 1,934
Fire Tower.
Length of Trail—4 miles.
Time required to ascend—2 hrs. 30 min.
Time required to descend—1 hr. 30 min.
Approach is by route 201 from Bingham through The Forks. About 11 m. 
beyond The Forks look for the fire tower trail on the left hand side of the 
road. Turn onto tower trail near Mountain Brook which crosses R. 201. The 
trail is in good condition and there is drinking water at the warden’s cabin and 
along trail. Very fine view from the top.
DILL RIDGE M OUNTAIN
Latitude 45-19 Longitude 68-6
Town—Lakeville PI. County—Penobscot
Altitude 948 Base 298
Fire Tower.
Length of Trail 2.5 miles, from automobile road.
Time required to ascend— Wi hrs.
Time required to descend—1 hr.
From the base of the mountain there are two trails, one going direct to 
the look-out tower, the other continuing around the base to the head of Pug
Lake. Here there is a warden’s camp. Trail around by the lake is the most 
picturesque, but 0.5 m. longer than the other trail.
Approach is by way of route 2 from Bangor to Lincoln. At Lincoln take 
route 6, going to Springfield village. At Springfield turn right at the top of 
the hill, take next second right hand turn, continue until you see the fire look­
out trail sign. From Springfield it is 7 miles to where you leave your car. 
Cars may be parked by the side of the road. The trail is in exceptionally 
good condition all through the summer and fall. There are two nice springs 
along the trail. Very interesting rock formations on the mountain. From 
the look-out tower an excellent view of twelve to fifteen lakes may be seen 
and on a clear day a beautiful distant view of Mount Katahdin.
MOUNT HARRIS
Town— Dixmont County— Penobscot
Altitude 1,230 Base 320
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by 
permission.
The highest of the cluster of hills in Dixmont, Mount Flarris has a fire tower 
on its heavily wooded summit. The mountain is nearly midway between 
Waterville and Bangor, and parts of both cities are visible from the tower. 
The trail, a jeep road, runs east from Route 7 at a point (sign), one and three 
fourths miles south of Dixmont and eight miles north of Brooks. It is better 
to park at the start of the trail although it is passable in dry seasons for about 
one half mile (turn-around). The trail runs east, until reaching a ridge it 
turns more to the north and ascends to the summit.
Distance: Route # 7  to summit one and one third miles (fifty minutes).
EAST ROYCE M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-18
Town— Bachelders Grant
Altitude 3,133
Longitude 71 
County— Oxford 
Base 960
East Royce Trail
Length of Trail 1.3 miles.
Time required to ascend—1 hr. 15 min. 
Time required to descend—45 min.
Approach is by way of route 2 from Bethel to New Hampshire line. Pass 
through West Bethel and the village of Gilead. Just after leaving the village 
of Gilead turn left at sign marked, “Evans Notch Road” route 113. Go 3.1 m. 
to a Y in the road. Take the left turn, the sign here points to N. Chatham 
and Fryeburg. Go on this road 4.5 m. until you come to a White Mountain 
National Forest sign marked “East Royce.” The trail starts from here on the 
right hand side of the road. A car may be left at the little opening on the 
right hand side of the road. This trail is a very good one and well marked. 
If climbed during the latter part of May the trail on both sides is lined with 
painted trilliums. A short distance from the foot of the trail is a beautiful 
waterfall. As height is gained there are fine views of Evans Notch, Kezar 
Lake and the Baldface range to the south. The Carter and Presidential ranges 
can be seen from the top as well as Caribou, Speckled and Blueberry across 
the notch. A good spring will be found by a short side trail from the top. 
Almost due south is West Royce (3,215) in New Hampshire, and the trail
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continues to other peaks of the Baldface range. From the saddle or between 
East and West Royce, a trail leads to the Wild River road which forks right 
at the “Y” previously mentioned and continues to the WMNF guard station.
HEDGEHOG M OUNTAIN
Latitude 46-56 Longitude 68-33
Town— T 15 R 6 County— Aroostook
Altitude 1,594 Base 580
Length of Trail—0.5 mile.
Time required to ascend—30 min.
Time required to descend—20 min.
Approach is by way of route 11 from Ashland through Portage toward 
Winterville. About 13 m. from Portage look for Maine Forestry Service 
camp. The trail starts from here. There is a good trail to the top. Plenty 
of chance to park cars at the camp, and also a lunch ground and spring water.
FRYE M OUNTAIN
Town—Montville County— Waldo
Altitude 1,140 Base 460
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by 
permission.
Located in Montville, Frye Mountain has a MFS lire tower on its summit. 
A dirt road, passable for cars, passes within 1/3 miles of the top and gives 
easy access. From the south and west, take Route 220 north from Route #3  
near Liberty for six miles (passing in about five miles the road to Center 
Montville). Turn right (east) on dirt road at sign “Frye Mountain, Game 
Management Area, State of Maine”. Follow this road for three miles to the 
start of the short trail to the summit. The mountain may also be approached by 
turning south from Route #137 at Fosters Corner in Knox. This is eleven 
miles west of Belfast and three and one half miles east of Knox Center. Pro­
ceed on dirt road two and one half miles to start of trail. The trail climbs 
southeast to the summit passing a MFS cabin, fireplace and picnic tables.
Distance: Road to summit 1/3 mile (ten minutes).
GREEN M OUNTAIN
Latitude 45-56 
Town— T 3, R 5 
Altitude 2,395 
Fire Tower.
Maine Forest Service Trail
Length of trail 13A miles.
Time required to ascend 1 hr.
Time required to descend 30 min.
Approach is by way of Route 15 from Rockwood. Go approximately two 
miles north of Rockwood and turn right across the Moose River bridge onto 
the Great Northern Paper Company gravel road, drive to Pittston Farm (24 
miles from Rockwood P. O.). Cross South Branch bridge and head west on 
old Boundary Road (9 miles). The road that leads to the watchman’s camp 
is on the right side and plainly marked with Maine Forest Service sign.
Longitude 70-06 
County—Somerset 
Base 905
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The road is Vs mile to camp and passable by car. The trail from camp to 
tower is excellent walking with a gradual climb. Good spring at camp and 
canteens should be filled here as springs along trail are not dependable during 
dry periods.
LITTLE JACKSON
Town— Berlin Township # 6  County—Franklin
Altitude 3,434 Base 1,778
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by 
permission.
From Camp Marancook (see Tumbledown) the trail marked by paint 
blazes at first follows a logging road. The route now a trail leads up to the 
col between Little Jackson on the west and Jackson on the east. Here the 
trail turns left and climbing across open ledges with fine outlooks ascends to 
the summit of Little Jackson.
From the summit of Little Jackson a rough trail has been blazed down its 
south face. This new route descends to trail over Parker’s Ridge near Tumble- 
down Pond.
The summit of Jackson, a large rambling mountain partially covered with 
spruce and seldom visited, can be climbed from the col between Jackson and 
Little Jackson. The distance from the col to the summit is about one mile.
Distances: Camp Marancook to col 2 Vi miles. (2 hours and 15 minutes);
Little Jackson 3V4 miles (2 hours and 50 minutes).
LITTLE RUSSELL M OUNTAIN
Latitude 46-07 Longitude 69-46
Town— T 5, R 16 County— Somerset
Altitude 2,400 Base 886
Fire Tower
Maine Forest Service Trail
Length of trail 1% miles.
Time required to ascend 1 hr.
Time required to descend 30 min.
Approach is by Route 15 from Rockwood. Go approximately two miles 
north of Rockwood and turn right across the Moose River Bridge onto Great 
Northern Paper Company gravel road. Drive 20 miles, turn right and head 
east to Seboomook Dam (12 miles). Cross Seboomook Dam and go north on 
Caucomgomac road 18 miles.
Watchman’s camp will be on right hand side of road plainly marked with 
Maine Forest Service sign. Trail from camp to tower is in excellent condition 
with a gradual climb. There are no springs on the trail; canteens should be 
filled at the camp.
PLEASANT M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-2 Longitude 70-48
Town—Denmark County— Oxford
Altitude 2,007 Base 462
Fire Tower.
Length of Trail—about 3.3 miles.
Time required—2 hr.
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Approach is by way of route 302, leading out of Portland. Go through 
Bridgton about 8 m., turning to the left on a dirt road near the Cabins in the 
Pines. Drive on the dirt road about 2 m. to farm buildings. Cars may be 
left here. The trail to the top is by way of the fire look-out trail. A beautiful 
spring about half way up. A fairly easy climb. Beautiful lake and mountain 
scenery from the top. Amethysts have been found on the mountain. Public 
campsite on trail at watchman’s camp. There is a splendid ski development on 
this mountain with ski tow, chair lift, trails, and ski hut at the foot of the 
mountain. The chair lift operates during the summer months.
MT. TIRE’M
Latitude 44-11 Longitude 70-44
Town— Waterford County— Oxford
Altitude 1,104 Base 495
Length of Trail—0.5 mile.
Time required to ascend—30 min.
Time required to descend—20 min.
Approach is by route 118 from Norway. Go to Waterford Village, turn right 
on Rt. 37 as you enter the village, leave car near the church. The church is 
about 0.25 m. from the turn. The trail starts a short distance above the church, 
turning left off the road. Very easy climb, nice trail, beautiful view from the 
top.
RUMFORD WHITECAP
Latitude 44-34 Longitude 70-39-30
Town— Rumford County— Oxford
Altitude 2,197 Base 640
Length of Trail—2 miles.
Time required to ascend—2 hrs. 45 min.
Time required to descend— 1 hr.
From the Rumford-Bethel highway take route 5 (Andover Road) at Rum­
ford Point. Proceed N on Me. 5 for about 3 m. Then turn R (E) on side 
road across Ellis River and then L (N) in 0.3 m. In another 1.6 m. turn R 
(E) on Farmer’s Hill Road towards Roxbury Notch. At .8 m. trail leaves at 
right. Cars may be left near foot of trail. Brook opposite start of trail and 
several brooks on lower sections of mountain. The ascent is gradual through 
woods. Pass through bars and cross old farm clearing. At southeasterly 
corner of which trail swings right to black growth, then hardwood growth to 
open ledges. Summit may be reached without trail. For better than half a 
mile the summit is practically devoid of forest and excellent views are afforded 
of the Mahoosuc, Tumbledown and other ranges. Rumford Whitecap has a 
particular appeal because of its accessibility, excellent trail, and the un­
usually barren nature of the upper slopes in spite of the fact it is not one of 
the higher mountains.
SABATTUS M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-11 Longitude 70-50
Town—Lovell County— Oxford
Altitude 1,280 Base 376
Length of Trail—0.5 mile.
Time required to ascend—30 min.
Time required to descend—20 min.
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The trail is reached by going south on Route 5 four miles and six tenths 
from No. Lovell, turn left here at sign marked “Sabattus Road” there is also 
another sign marked “Center Lovell Press”. Coming from the south, it is 
around five miles from Lovell Village to these signs. The road to the right 
is just beyond the Center Lovell Post Office and the Evans Shopping Center. 
Following this Sabattus Road a mile and six tenths, there is a sign marked 
“Cushman Pond” pointing to the left. Another sign which says “Willowby” 
points straight ahead. Go straight ahead on this road to a small parking 
area, on the left. The trail leaves opposite parking area and climbs, by 
easy grades, through open woods to the summit. This offers a splendid 
opportunity for people who are not equal to a hard climb and to beginners. 
One of the most beautiful views in Maine is had from the top of this moun­
tain. Beautiful Lake Kezar lies directly below and the range of the White 
Mountains is close at hand.
SADDLEBACK M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-57 Longitude 70-31
Town—Sandy River Plantation County— Franklin
Altitude 4,116 Base 1,520
2 Trails.
Fire Look-out Tower.
Mount Saddleback is situated in the famous Rangeley Lakes region. It is 
also situated within sight of some of Maine’s highest mountains. Not very far 
away is Mount Bigelow, Sugarloaf, Crocker, Abraham, all over 4,000 feet 
high. Seventeen other fire lookout stations can be seen from the one on Sad­
dleback. Its scope covers about 200 mountain peaks, 8 lakes and numerous 
other small bodies of water. On a clear day even Mount Katahdin may be 
seen from the tower, as well as Mount Washington and the White Mountain 
ranges. One can see about 25 m. into New Hampshire and 10 m. into Canada. 
There is a small pond nead the top. There is a steep slope of about 1,000 
foot drop east of the Tower. There have been three caves discovered in and 
about the mountain.
Appalachian Trail
Approach is by way of route 4 from Farmington. 37 m. from Farmington 
on the right hand side of the road is the Appalachian Trail leading off to 
Mount Saddleback. From highway 4 it is 8.95 m. to the fire tower. The 
Appalachian Trail, however, comes near route 4 at a few miles down the 
highway towards Farmington. For one wishing to get to the top of Saddleback 
the quickest way over the Appalachian Trail this latter way would be shorter. 
There is an old wood road leading from highway 4 where it is only about 
0.3 m. distance from the Appalachian Trail. This crosses between 2nd and 
3rd Sandy River ponds. This approach is indicated by a sign marked Piazza 
Rock about 5 m. from Madrid on right side of road (32 miles from Farm­
ington). From this approach it is only about 5 m. to the summit. The 
Appalachian Trail whether picking up the trail from where it crosses the high­
way or by way of the Sandy River ponds is an interesting trip. There are 
caves with narrow passages affording excellent opportunities for exploration. 
Several ponds are passed. Piazza Rock is a novel feature.
Ski Trail
Approach is by way of Route #4  one mile East of Rangeley, turn left on 
Saddleback Lake road, follow road to Saddleback Mountain Ski Area, leave
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car in parking lot and proceed 214 miles to chair-lift of T-bar line. The T-bar 
line is an easier climb and isn’t as steep as the chair-lift line.
There is a marked trail to the summit from each of these trails. From the 
top of these lifts it is less than an hour’s walk to the summit and the fire tower. 
Water should be carried.
The entire hiking distance is about 3 Vi miles and requires about 2 hours to 
ascend and 1 hour to descend.
SCHOODIC M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-34 
Town—T. 9 S. D.
Altitude 1,069
Fire Tower
Length of Trail 1.25 miles.
Time required to ascend 1 hr.
Time required to descend 30 min
Approach is by Route #1  from Ellsworth to East Sullivan. Turn left at 
Tunk Lake Road (Route 183). Follow 183 until you cross railroad tracks. 
Continue 200 yards, turn (north) left on gravel road marked with numerous 
camp signs and a Trail to Tower sign. Follow road approximately 114 miles 
to right hand road which has tower trail sign and a second sign saying “Don­
nell’s Pond Rd. Closed.” Continue Vi mile and take road which turns sharp 
left. Follow Vi mile to railroad tracks; leave car here.
Bear (north) right down railroad tracks Vi mile to sign marked 25 on rail­
road right-of-way. Trail distance car to tower approximately 114 miles. 
From the tower there is an excellent view of Mount Desert Island. French­
man’s Bay and Mt. Katahdin may also be seen on a clear day.
Longitude 68-9 
County—Hancock 
Base 120
SPECKLED M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-17 Longitude 70-57
Town—Stone ham & Mason County— Oxford
Altitude 2,877 Base 580
Seven trails, of which four are described.
Wooden fire look-out tower erected in 1935.
From easterly side, fine views from open ledges and table land overlooking 
Kezar Lake. From summit, views of Baldface range across Evans Notch, also 
of Carter and Presidential ranges.
Willard Brook Trail
(short cut)
Length of Trail—3 miles.
Time required—2 hrs.
Approach is by route 118 and route 5 from Norway. Turn to the right 
by the store at North Lovell, take next left and follow silver arrows to large 
clearing about 3 m. from North Lovell from which can be seen Evergreen 
Camp, large Swiss style chalet on side of mountain. Trail leads from northerly 
side of clearing and eventually goes into Willard Brook Trail. Good trail and
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steady climbing after first 0.5 m. Last water near table land indicated by rock 
sign on ledge at right of path.
Trails from Evans Notch.
Bickford Brook Trail
Length of Trail—4.1 miles.
Time required—3 hrs. 15 min.
Leaves Evans Notch road at Brickett guard station at southerly end of 
road, going to the east.
Blueberry Ridge Trail
Length of Trail—4.5 miles.
Time required—3 hrs. 30 min.
Leaves Bickford Brook Trail at a sign at 0.65 m.
Speckled Mountain Trail
Length of Trail—3 miles.
Time required—2 hrs. 15 min.
Take Haystack Notch Trail which leaves Evans Notch Road about 2.5 m. 
south of Hastings. Fork right at 0.6 m.
SNOW M OUNTAIN
Latitude 45-17 
Towns— Alder Stream,
Seven Ponds, Chain of Ponds 
Altitude 3,948
Longitude 70-42 
County— Franklin 
Base 1,273
Fire Tower.
Length of hiking Trail—5!4 miles.
Time required to ascend—3 hrs.
Time required to descend—2 hrs.
Approach is by way of Route 27 through Stratton and Eustis. It is ad­
visable to stop at the Maine Forestry District headquarters on the right when 
entering the village of Eustis where information on current road and trail 
conditions in the area can be obtained. From Eustis, drive north approxi­
mately 9 miles on highway 27. At Round Mountain Lake Camps sign, turn 
left onto gravel road. Follow this gravel road for about 3 Vi miles to the 
first major junction, where the left fork leads over bridge to Round Mountain 
Lake Camps. Here continue straight ahead for about 100 feet to a turn­
around where automobiles can be parked. Here begins the climb to the sum­
mit of Snow Mountain, although the road from here to the watchman’s camp 
is passable most of the year by jeep. Follow well defined jeep road approxi­
mately 3 Vi miles to Snow Pond. Leave the jeep road here, turning right onto 
the wide trail, following telephone line. Ahead the jeep road continues 500 
feet to the watchman’s camp, which is beautifully situated on the north shore 
of Snow Pond. The trail then leads 13A miles to the summit and tower.
The climb is mostly moderate, although it is fairly steep in places. The 
ascent from the parking area involves a total distance of 5 Vi miles and a 
change in elevation of about 2,250 feet. The tower is 30 feet above the 
Ledge and affords a sweeping panoramic view of the surrounding mountain 
and lake country. Parts of Canada and New Hampshire are visible on a clear 
day, as well as much of Maine’s Dead River Region.
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OLD SPECK
Latitude 44-70 Longitude 70-56
Town— Grafton County— Oxford
Altitude 4,180 Base 1,500
Appalachian Trail
Length of Trail— 1.7 miles.
Time required to ascend—2 hrs. 30 min.
Time required to descend—1 hr. 45 min.
Approach is by way of Route 26 from Newry Corner to Errol, N. H. From 
Newry drive 12 m. on black road to Maine Forestry Service sign on the left 
hand side of the road. From the highway the trail begins at a steep angle 
which it maintains about half way to the cabin. Then, the grade decreases 
until the cabin is reached. Above the cabin, however, there is no let up, 
it is a steep climb to the top. The trail to the cabin is of dirt and from the 
cabin on it is rocky. At the cabin there is a side trail known as the East Spur 
Trail, leading to the open ledges which can be followed to the summit. This 
is about 0.5 m. longer than the Maine Forestry Service Trail. There is a 
dependable water supply at the base of the mountain and the last sure water 
on the trail is at the cabin. Along the ledge of the East Spur Trail there is 
a rock formation very properly named Tri-Boulder Cave. It consists of a large 
rock which rests on two others and forms a cave of quite sizable dimension. 
There are some very picturesque waterfalls along the brook on the left of 
the trail as one ascends. These are most attractive just after a heavy rain 
fall. Along the trail are mica and quartz formations and near the summit 
one can find very good specimens of smoky quartz. Behind the summit lies 
Speck Pond, the highest body of water in Maine (3,670 feet). This pond is 
on the Appalachian Trail to Gorham, N. H. and is about 1.5 m. behind the 
summit of Old Speck. To go down and back requires about 2 hrs. and 30 min. 
but one is well repaid for the effort by a glimpse at this remote and restful 
bit of scenery.
SQUAW M OUNTAIN
Latitude 45-30 
Township— Big Squaw Mt 
Altitude 3,196
Fire Tower.
Maine Forestry Service Trail
Length of Trail—3.5 miles.
Time required to ascend—2 hrs. 15 min.
Time required to descend—1 hr. 30 min.
Forestry Camp—3 miles from base. Ascent 1,084.
Look-out Tower—.7 miles from Forestry Camp. Ascent 896.
3 good cool springs of water on Trail. Last water marked. Trail to 
Forestry Cabin broad and grass kept mowed. Ascent from Cabin to Summit 
has set-in rock steps in steepest part. Mineral formation, mica, Garnets, Black 
Tourmaline.
Longitude 69-45 
County— Piscataquis 
Base 1,216
Approach is from Route No. 15, 4 miles from Greenville on road to 
Kineo, turning off black highway at the Squaw Mt. Fish Hatchery at sign 
Trail to Look-out. Cars can be driven up this dirt road Vi mile with a good
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parking place in an old gravel pit. Just beyond this point your Trail turns 
right at the sign marked Trail, following along Squaw Brook and well defined. 
A pole telephone line follows along the trail also. From this point it is three 
miles to the Watchman’s Cabin and just a gentle climb all the way. There is 
a fine spring en route and another at the Cabin. All difficult terrain has 
set-in rock steps to make this a safe and pleasant climb even for the inex­
perienced. There is an excellent spring of cool water some distance above 
the Cabin and same is marked Last Water. Good idea to fill the canteens 
at this point. To those who care to explore the summit there can be found both 
Garnets and Black Tourmalines. The back side of this mountain has large 
sheet deposits of mica. The panoramic view from this famous mountain top— 
Big Squaw—is marked in every direction by wild beauty as only enhanced 
by that intimate mingling of mountains, lakes, and forest. As expressed by 
the noted traveler and lecturer, Dr. Marion J. Bradshaw, who from expe­
rience from mountain climbing over the entire world, says: “It is, for me, the 
most gorgeously varied mass-mixture of striking scenic beauties which even 
the State of Maine affords, however high one climbs.”
STREAKED M OUNTAIN
Latitude 44-15 Longitude 70-24
Town— Hebron County— Oxford
Altitude 1,770 Base 800
Fire Tower.
Length of Trail—3A miles.
Time required to ascend—40 min.
Time required to descend—20 min.
Leaving Buckfield on Route 117, proceed towards South Paris about 5 miles 
southwest of Buckfield just before height of land, turn left at four corners 
past Lookout Tower sign. Follow dirt road about two miles past the Love- 
joy farm, past gravel pit bearing right to watchman’s camp.
Both foot trail and jeep trail, which diverge slightly at points, head S. W. 
through the woods to the summit. Water can be obtained from brook near 
watchman’s camp. The climb is fairly easy and the open ledges at the sum­
mit command fine views in all directions.
SUGARLOAF M OUNTAIN
Latitude 45-2 
T own— Crocker 
Altitude 4,237
Length of Trail—4.5 miles.
Time required to ascend—3 to 4 hrs. 
Time required to descend—2 to 3 hrs.
Longitude 70-19 
County— Franklin 
Base 1,306
Appalachian Trail
Approach is by way of Route 27 from Kingfield. Due to the approach 
to the ski trails and parking places being frequently changed, care must be 
taken to pick up the trail. The trail leaves the highway 50 ft. east of a 
crossing of a branch of the Carrabasset River, at the little settlement of 
Bigelow Village, approximately 4 miles west of Carrabasset. Trail leads 
off to the left at an Appalachian Trail sign. Appalachian Trail markers and 
white blazes indicate the route. Follow the Appalachian white blazes to the 
summit. The first 2 or 3 m. is fairly level. After about 3 m. you think you
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are coming to the top, but when you come out into the open you have a big 
surprise because the peak and the hardest part of the climb is still before you. 
You need waterproof shoes for the most part of the season. Parts of the 
trail are a trifle wet. There is no drinking water after you leave the base of 
the mountain. In Guide to the Appalachian Trail in Maine we find the 
following: “This section of the trail traverses two of the finest mountains 
along the entire trail route. From Bigelow village the trail ascends gradually 
to the perfectly symmetrical, bare cone of Mount Sugarloaf—beyond the 
trail descends through dense conifers some 700 feet and then crosses Spauld­
ing Mountain (3,988 feet), from Spaulding Mountain the trail descends to the 
sag (3,184 feet) at the base of Mount Abraham.”
M OUNT TUMBLEDOWN
Town— Township 6 County— Franklin
Altitude 3,035 Base 900
Peaoc Trail
This trail, constructed in 1939 by the Eastern States Mountain Club of 
Portland, has for many years been maintained by the PEAOC. It leaves the 
Byron Notch road on the east side of the stream almost midway between 
Byron and Weld. Diagonally opposite the trail’s entrance (sign) is a clear­
ing containing a boarded up shack. The trail (orange blazes) rises gradually, 
crossing the brook twice, and at 0.9 mile passes a huge boulder. From this 
point it rises steeply, coming out on open ledges from which there are splen­
did views of the 700 ft. cliff's of Tumbledown Mountain. Here, at a large 
cairn and sign, the Loop Trail to the summit diverges right, and the Chimney 
Trail turns sharp left, continuing through mixed growth to a boulder slide. 
Climbing steeply among the boulders it skirts the base of the cliffs and enters 
a gully. GREAT CAUTION should be used here, as the trail is very steep 
and much of the rock is loose and rotten. The trail keeps to the left (west) 
in the gully, which narrows and becomes a couloir and terminates in a chim­
ney. Iron rungs have been driven into the rock near the top of The Chimney. 
Emerging from The Chimney, the trail is easily found over open ledges, 
among light scrub, to the summit of the west peak, 3,035 feet, the highest 
of the group of summits which constitute Tumbledown Mountain.
Climbers are advised to use the Loop Trail for the descent. From the 
summit go east over open ledges to the Spring and sign at the saddle between 
the east and west Peaks. Here the Loop Trail turns right and descends 
through another gully. A fissure cave will be found on the left, just below 
the point where the trail passes through an opening under the boulders— 
additional rungs, possibly loose. The trail descends steeply, crosses a brook, 
and at 0.8 mile from the spring rejoins the Chimney Trail at the large cairn.
Distances: Byron Notch Road to Tumbledown Boulder 0.9 mile; cairn
1.3 miles, boulder slide 1.5 miles; summit 2.0 miles. (Two hours and thirty 
minutes). Descending, via Loop 2.4 miles.
Parker’s Ridge Trail
Take the road which diverges right (northwest) from the Byron Notch 
Road about 2.7 miles west of Weld Corner and about !4 mile west of a 
cemetery. Follow the road about one mile to Camp Maranacook, the prop­
erty of the Town of Weld, and park car. The trail goes west from the park­
ing area and slabs down to cross a large brook nearby. There are occasional 
yellow “L” blazes in the woods and on the ledges. For one mile it rises
gently through a second growth, then steeply a short distance. From this 
point the trail rises steadily, then crosses the open ledges of Parker’s Ridge 
and descends west (left) to Tumbledown Pond (2,550 feet) with views of 
Tumbledown’s three peaks ahead. From the pond an easy climb takes one 
to the east peak of Tumbledown, from which the west peak is seen a short 
distance beyond. In the dip between the east and west tops, on the Notch 
side, are the Spring and Loop Trail described above. The west peak of 
Tumbledown is higher than the east, and affords a good view into the Swift 
River Valley with Old Blue (Andover) and Elephant to its west. The north 
peak of Tumbledown can be most easily climbed by going north from the 
east peak.
Distances: Camp Maranacook to Parker’s Ridge two miles (two hours);
West Peak three miles (two hours and forty-five minutes).
The following taken from A. M. C. MAINE MOUNTAIN GUIDE used by
permission.
Located north of the Rangeley Lakes and west of Kennebago Lake, this 
isolated mountain has a fire tower on its south peak. The south peak, with 
fine views of the area, is the highest of the several summits of the north-south 
ridge which forms the mountain. Map, USGS Cupsuptic quadrangle.
Access to the firewarden’s trail is by the Brown Company private road 
which runs up the Kennebago River valley from a point on Route No. 16, 
four and three fourths miles west of Oquossoc and V5 mile east of the side 
road south to Pleasant Island. Because of the forest fire danger, general 
public use of the road by auto is not permitted. The approach from Route 
No. 16 must be made by foot.
The trail crosses the top of the upstream of two dams, about seven miles 
north on the road from Route No. 16 and about one mile short of the Ken­
nebago Lake outlet. The entrance of the trail into the woods at the west 
end of the dam is conspicuous and is also indicated by an abandoned tele­
phone line. The trail proceeds by easy grades about west northwest, cross­
ing a new (1960) Brown Company road at about one mile. Entering a shal­
low ravine the trail crosses to the south bank of a rocky brook and climbs 
more steeply. Above the warden’s cabin which is passed at 2.1 miles from 
the start of the trail, it reaches the ridge at a saddle and turns left (south) 
to the summit. Water is plentiful as far as the warden’s cabin.
Distance from highway Route No. 16 to start of trail seven miles. From 
start of trail to summit 2.8 miles. Time to climb to the summit two hours 
and twenty-five minutes.
WEST KENNEBAGO M OUNTAIN
Town— Upper Cupsuptic 
Altitude 3,075
County— Oxford 
Base 1,720
YORK HILL
Latitude 44-35
Altitude 1,210
Township— New Sharon
Longitude 69-58 
County—Franklin 
Base 540
Fire Tower.
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Maine Forest Service Trail
Length of trail—.4 mile.
Time required to ascend—30 min.
Time required to descend—15 min.
Approach is from Route 27, about 8 miles north of Belgrade Lakes. Turn 
left on dirt road at “Trail to Tower” sign; approximately half way down long 
hill on Route 27. Follow the dirt road one mile, turn left and go .4 mile to 
farmhouses; one on either side of the road, leave car here. Trail leaves (east) 
left, behind farmhouse.
The view from the tower covers many of the higher mountain ranges in 
the distance: the White Mountains, Saddleback, Bigelow, Mt. Abraham can 
easily be seen on a clear day.
M OUNT DESERT ISLAND  
AND
ACADIA NATIONAL PARK
Mount Desert Island on which Acadia National Park is located is about 
twelve miles from Ellsworth and is connected to the mainland by a bridge 
and a causeway. The Island is about twenty miles long and sixteen miles 
wide. The Island has several ponds and lakes and a mountain chain of some 
seventeen peaks running from the southwest to the northeast with elevations 
from two hundred feet to fifteen hundred feet. Climbing and walking on 
Mount Desert Island is a most rewarding experience. Trails are well main­
tained and are marked, providing a unique network of mountain, lakeshore, 
and seaside paths.
We will not detail the mountain trails in this booklet. Information on the 
park and foot trails may be obtained from Acadia National Park headquarters 
at Bar Harbor. There are several trails to the summit of Champlain Moun­
tain 1,058 feet high. There are trails up Dorr Mountain (Flying Squadron) 
1,270 feet. There is a fine highway leading to the top of Cadillac Mountain 
1,530 feet elevation. This is the highest peak on the Island and there are also 
foot trails leading to the top of Cadillac. Pemetic Mountain is 1,248 feet high 
and has several trails.
The following peaks on Mount Desert Island may be climbed with well 
marked trails: The Bubbles 872 foot elevation and 766 foot base, Sargent 
Mountain 1,373 feet, Penobscot Mountain 1,194 feet, Norumbega Mountain 
852 feet, Acadia Mountain 681 feet, St. Sauveur 679 feet, Beech Mountain 
839 feet, Weston Mountain 1,071 feet, and Mansell Mountain 949 feet.
CAMDEN HILLS
We should also mention the Camden Hills area with Mount Battie 800 
feet, Mount Megunticook 1,385 feet, Bald Rock Mountain 1,100 feet, Ragged 
Mountain 1,300 feet, Bald Mountain 1,272 feet. The above mentioned moun­
tains also have trails and are easy to climb. Information for getting to the 
base of these mountains may be obtained locally.
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Alphabetical List 
of the
MAINE PEAKS BEARING NAMES
The list of elevations in Maine is based principally on data from U. S. 
Geological Survey quadrangle maps, supplemented by data on nomenclature, 
height, base, or location from several other sources.
This list of mountains contains those with elevations of 1,000 feet or more, 
except where there is a fire tower.
The following symbols are used to denote:
+  Fire tower but not manned.
A Maine Forest Service fire tower.
• Peak traversed by the Appalachian Trail, white blazes.
0 Reached by side trail from the Appalachian Trail, blue blazes.
Abol .........................................
A born H ill ..........................
4 - A A braham , M t.........................
A bram , M t...............................
A dam s ....................................
A dam s H ill ..........................
A A gam enticus ........................ .
A lbany  ..................................
A A llagash  .................................
A llen .................................... .
A llen .................................... .
A llen ....................................
A llen H ill ..........................
A llen  P innac le  .................
A lm anac ...............................
Am es AMC ..........................
A n tle r  H ill ........................
A A ra ra t ..................................
A A therton  H ill ....................
A tte a n  ..................................
A u n t H epsey B row n’s CH 
(See B row n)
A Aziscoos, A z is c o h o s ..........
B a b b itt  R idge .................
B ad .........................................
B ag P ond ...........................
B ake r .............................
B ald  ...............................
A • Bald, M oxie B ald  . . 
A B ald , B oundary  B ald 
B ald  ................................
B ald ...............................
B ald ...............................
B ald  ...............................
B ald  ...............................
B ald  ...............................
H e ig h t
E L E V A T IO N  o f
T o w n  a n d  C ou n ty  S u m m it B a s e  C lim b
3 R  9, P isca taq u is  .................
Knox, W aldo .............................
M t. A braham , F ra n k lin  . . . .
Greenwood, Oxford .................
S toneham , O xford ...................
P erk in s , F ra n k lin  ...................
York, Y ork ................................
A lbany, O xford ........................
,7 R  14, P isca taq u is  .................
.D enm ark , O xford ......................
.P eru , O xford ...............................
.S toneham , Oxford ...................
.P eru , O xford ...............................
.F reem an , F ra n k lin  .................
.L akev ille  P L , P enobscot . . . .
.S toneham , Oxford ...................
.J im  Pond, 1R5, F ra n k lin  . .
.Topsham , Sagadahoc ............
.W indham , Cum berland ..........
.A tte an , S om erset ...................
L incoln  P L , 5R2, Oxford . .
Moscow. S om erset .................
.A lbany, O xford ...........................
.Chain o f Ponds, 2R6,
F ra n k lin  ..................................
Gore A-2, P isca taq u is  ............
.B aldw in , C um berland ............
.B ald  M t., S om erset ...............
.B ald  M t., 4 R  3 ......................
.Cam den, K nox ...........................
.D edham , H a n c o c k ......................
.H igh land  PL , S o m e r s e t ..........
.M ount Chase, P enobscot
.N ew ry, Oxford ..........................
.P e rk in s  P l.,  F ra n k lin  ............
2306 593 1713
1001 320 781
4049 1160 2809
1960 763 1197
1600 550 1050
1460 900 560
692 248 444
1900 681 1219
1750 1050 700
1100 504 596
1560 500 1060
1220 584 636
1300 400 900
1320 620 700
1052 299 753
2720 1422 1298
2675 1229 1446
220 100 120
2442 1157 1285
3215 1246 1969
1468 500 968
1300 680 620
3144 1273 1871
3520 1600 1920
1269 496 779
2630 1300 1330
3640 1588 2052
1272 139 1123
1234 236 998
1980 500 1480
1700 750 950
2072 750 1322
2572 780 1792
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B ald  BLR
B ald ___
A B a l d ..........
B ald ___
B ald -----
Bald Bluff .................
Bald Bluff .................
B ald  H ead  ...............
B ald  K nob .................
B ald Ledge ...............
•  B a ld p a te  ......................
Bald P a te  .................
Bald P a te  .................
B ald Rock .................
Bannock ......................
B a rk e r ........................
B ark e rs  H igh Ledge 
B arn a rd  ......................
•  B arren  ........................
B arren  ........................
B a r t le t t ,  o r  H ow ard
B a r t le t t  ......................
B arto n  H ill ...............
B asin  ..........................
•  B ates R idge ..............
B a tes  R idge ...............
Beach R idge ............
Bean .............................
B ean .............................
B ean .............................
B ean Brook ...............
B ear .............................
B ea r .............................
B ear, o r G reen AMC 
B ear .............................
B ea r .........................................
B ear H ill ...............................
B ear R iver W hitecap  JH S
(See B aldpate ) ..............
B eaver ....................................
Beech H ill .............................
Beech H ill .............................
A B eetle  ......................................
Bell ...........................................
•  Bem is ......................................
Benson ....................................
Benson H ill . . . .  
B en B arrow s H ill
B erna rd  .................
B ig B raw n ............
B ig Buck ...............
A Bigelow, Mt.
B ig H ill . . .  
A B ig Squaw  . . 
B illings H ill 
B ill M errill .
E L E V A T IO N
T o w n  a n d  C ou n ty  S u m m it B a s e
. Rangeley, F ra n k lin  .................  2200 1467
.W oodstock, Oxford .................  1660 855
,T  42 MD W ashington  ............  983 303
.4 R 10, P i s c a t a q u i s .................  2820 1800
.12 R  8 , A roostook .................  1540 880
.A m herst, H ancock ...................  1011 220
.Greenwood, Oxford .................  1040 700
.C ornish, York .............................  1030 460
.11 R  4, W ELS, A roostook . .  1460 602
.P o rte r , Oxford ........................... 1180 525
.G rafton , Oxford ........................  3820 1500
. B ridgton, C um berland .......... 1160 480
.3 R 4, F ra n k lin  ........................  2880 1782
. Lincolnville , W aldo ............... 1100 0
.In d u s try , F ra n k lin  .................  1230 565
.N ew ry, Oxford ........................... 2582 656
.R um ford, Oxford ...................... 1000 620
.3 R 8 , P e n o b s c o t ......................  1616 988
.E llio ttsv ille  P L , P isca taq u is  2660 537
.3 R  10, W ELS, P isca taq u is  3681 1040
.H anover, Oxford ...................... 1460 640
.10 R  9, P isca taq u is  ............... 1400 860
.Anson, Som erset ...................... 1260 500
■ P ierce  Pond, S om erset . . . .  2361 940
.C arry ing  P lace, Som erset . . 1980 1142
.L inneus, A roostook .................  1240 484
.Sebago, Cum berland ............... 1052 480
.Avon, F ran k lin  ........................  1240 493
.M ilton P L , Oxford .................  1880 800
.N ew ry, Oxford ........................... 1660 630
.P a rlin  Pond, S o m e r s e t ............  2620 1600
.H artfo rd , Oxford ......................  1207 380
.H ersey , A roostook .................  1514 610
Riley, Oxford ........................... 3300 660
.W aterfo rd , O xford .................  1065 375
.3 R  5, B K P  E K R , S om erset 2375 1091
.P h illip s , F ran k lin  ...................  1320 760
.G rafton , Oxford
.R angeley P l.,  3R1, F ra n k lin  3160 1729
.Sandy R iver, F ra n k lin  . . . .  1620 1020
.W aterfo rd , Oxford .................  1520 590
,7 R  10, P isca taq u is  ............... 1700 1000
.A lbany, Oxford ........................  1380 620
.Tow nship D ., F ra n k lin  . . . .  3592 1467
.7 R 9, N wp., P isca taq u is  . . 1900 537
Sum ner, O xford ......................  1100 500
H ebron, Oxford ........................  1200 440
.S outhw est H arb o r, H ancock 1073 0
,7 R 4, A roostook ...................... 1051 780
P ark erto w n , 5 R  3, O xford 2217 1517
.D ead R iv e r P L , Som erset . . 4150 1122
D edham , H ancock ...................  1090 156
Big Squaw , P isca taq u is  . . . .  3196 932
W oodstock, O xford .................  1780 844
H iram , Oxford ........................  1580 400
H eight
of
Climb
733
805
680
1020
660
791
340
570
858
655
2320
680
1098
1100
665
1926
380
618
2123
2641
820
540
760
1421
838
756
572
747
1080
1030
1020
827
904
2640
690
1284
560
1431
600
930
700
760
2185
1363
600
760
1073
271
700
3028
934
2264
936
1180
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E L E V A T IO N
T o w n  a n d  C ou n ty  S u m m it B a s e
B ircli H ill 
B ird s  H ill 
B ishop . . 
B lack  . . . 
B lack  . . .
B lack  . .  . 
B lack  . .  . 
B lack  . .  . 
B lack  . . . 
B lackcat
B lack  C a t . . 
B lack  H ill . . 
B lack  N ubble 
B lack  N ubble 
B lack  N ubble
B lack  N ubble ............
B lack  N ubble ............
B la ir  H ill ...................
B lanchard  ...................
A B lue, M t..........................
B lueberry  ......................
B lueberry  ......................
A B lue H ill ......................
B lue R i d g e ...................
B lue Top ......................
B oardm an ...................
B oarstone  (B orestone)
B o a t Land ing  ............
B oil ..................................
Bosebuck ......................
Bossy .........................................
B o ttle  ......................................
A B oundary  B ald  (See B ald)
Bow ers .......................................
Bowman H ill ..........................
B ra c k e tt H ill ........................
B ray  H ill ..................................
•  B reakneck  R idge ...................
B rim stone  ...............................
B row n .........................................
B row n H ill .............................
B row n’s ....................................
B row n’s H ill ..........................
B row n’s Ledge .....................
B row n’s P eak  ........................
B rush  .........................................
B ry a n t ......................................
Buck H ill ...............................
B ucks Ledge ..........................
B uker .........................................
B u ll ............
B ull H ‘11 . . 
B u ll R idge . 
B unker . . . .  
B urgess H ill
, . . .A lbany , O xford ........................  1200 560
. . .B ethel, Oxford ........................... 1440 700
, . . . 1 3  R 8 , A roostook ................. 1320 769
. . . .R iley , O xford ............................. 2940 760
. . . .R um ford , O xford ..................... 2355 940
. . . .S um ner, Oxford .................... 2200 563
___ 2 R  4, W B K P, F ra n k lin  . . 3034 1700
___ 10 SD B P P , H ancock ........... 1049 120
___ 15 R  9 W ELS, A roostook . .  1901 1128
___ D avis, 3 R  3, F ra n k lin  ____  2620 1480
. . . .T ow nship  C, F ran k lin  .........  2520 1290
. . . .Em bden. S om erset ................ 1320 400
. . . .B ow ton, S om erset ...................  1780 500
. . . .C a ra tu n k , S om erset ..............  2100 1100
. . .  .K ingfield , F ra n k lin  .................  2853 1100
. . . . R edington, F ra n k lin  .................... 3670 1480
. . . . Squaretow n, S om erset .................  1620 1060
. . . .G reenv ille , P isca taq u is  ...............  1860 1028
___ 3 R  4, B K P  W K R ..................  2225 1020
. . . .A von, F ra n k lin  .............................  3187 1160
. . . .B e r l i n  No. 6 , F ran k lin  . . . .  2942 960
. . . .S toneham , Oxford ......................  1820 580
___ B lue H ill , H ancock ........................  934 272
. . . .  W Bowdoin, Col. G ran t,
Som erset .......................................  2300 1123
. . . .B la n c h a r d ,  P isca taq u is  . . . .  1600 1200
. . . .In d u s try , F ra n k lin  ......................  1458 520
. . .  .E l lio t ts v ille  P L , P isca taq u is  1947 537
___ 18 R 12, A roostook .......................  1160 640
___ Seven Ponds, 3 R  5, F ran k lin  3620 1700
. . . .Lynclitow n, 5 R  4, Oxford . . 3149 1519
. .  . .F o r t  K en t, A roostook ...............  1480 540
. .  . .O xbow, 4 R  5, O x f o r d ............  3015 1820
. . .  A  R  3, S o m erse t...........................
. . .  .C arro ll, Penobscot .................  1127 560
.. . .B o w m a n , O xford ...................... 2760 1885
___ 2 R  1, B K P  W K R, S om erset 1020 660
. . . .M a d r id ,  F ran k lin  ...................  1712 980
. . . .B lan ch ard , P isca taq u is  . . . .  1360 875
. . . .T ow nship  D ., F ra n k lin  . . . .  2365 1178
___ Dixfield, Oxford ....................... 1820 800
. . . .C arro ll, Penobscot ......................  1140 640
. . .  .H a rtfo rd , O xford ...................  1380 571
. .  . .A lbany, O xford ........................  1220 650
. . . .A lbany, O xford .............................  1220 720
. . . .W ilton , F ra n k lin  ...................  1600 658
. . .  .B yron , Oxford ..........................  2705 780
___ M ilton P L , Oxford .................. 1760 640
. . . .M onson, P isca taq u is  ............  1587 847
. .  . .W oodstock, O xford .................  1300 719
. . . .G u i l f o r d ,  P isca taq u is  ............  1040 364
. . . .U p p er C upsuptic , 4 R  4,
Oxford ......................................  3110 1820
. . . . 1 2  R 8 , A roostook .................  1600 840
. . .  .H am m ond, A roostook ............  1121 635
. . .  .R oxbury , O xford ...................... 1580 580
, . . . .P e ru , Oxford ............................. 1701 480
640
740
551
2180
1415
1637
1334
929
773
1140
H eigh t
of
Climb
1230
920
1280
1000
1753
2190
560
832
1205
2027
1982
1240
662
1177
400
938
1410
520
1920
1630
940
1195
567
875
360
732
485
1187
1020
500
809
570
500
942
1925
1120
710
580
676
1290
760
486
1000
1221
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Town and  County
H eight
ELEVATIO N of
Sum m it B a se  Climb
B urnell H ill .......................................W aterfo rd , Oxford ..................
B u rn t ..................................................... Low er C upsuptic , 4 R  3,
Oxford ......................................
A B u rn t NSC ........................................... 5 R 10, P isca taq u is  .............
B u rn t H ill ............................................Crockertow n, F ra n k lin  . . . .
B u rn t H ill, B u rn t CP ................... Dixfield, Oxford .......................
B u rn t H ill ............
B u rn t H ill ................
B u rn t J a c k e t . . . .  
B u rn t Jack e t, JH S  . 
B u rn t Meadow M tns. 
(See Stone) . . . .
F lagstaff, Som erset .................
H ighland PL, S om erset . . .  .
, D ennistow n, Som erset ..........
,Gore A-2, P isca taq u is  ............
Brownfield, Oxford .................
B u rn t N ubble .................................... Squaretow n, Som erset ...........
B u tte rs  ...................................................S toneham , Oxford ....................
C adillac ................................................B ar H arbor, H ancock .............
Calden H ill .........................................Temple, F ra n k lin  .......................
Cam era H ill ...................................... 4 R 4, B K P  EK R , Som erset
Cam pbell ..............................................R iley, Oxford ............................
Cam pbell H ill .................................... H artfo rd , Oxford ....................
C anton .................................................. Canton, Oxford ............................
C aribou ................................................ Mason, O xford ...........................
C aribou ................................................ 2 R  7, W B K P, F r a n k l i n ____
•  C arlo AMC ............................................R iley, Oxford ..............................
C a rr  ....................................................... Mexico, Oxford .........................
A C a rr Pond ........................................... 13 R  8 , W ELS, A roostook . .
C arry  R idge .......................................U pton, Oxford .........................
C asw ell ................................................ Lowell tow n, F ra n k lin  ...........
C asw ell ................................................New V ineyard, F ra n k lin  . . . .
C ates H ill ........................................... C ara tunk , Som erset ..................
C a th e a r t ................................................ 4 R 7, B K P, W K R , Som erset
Cave ....................................................... Roxbury, Oxford .......................
C Bluff ................................................ Tp. C., Oxford ...........................
Cecil .......................................................S toneham , Oxford ...................
C edar .................................................... Parsonsfield , York ...................
C en ter ...................................................10 R  8 , W ELS, A roostook . .
C en ter H ill .........................................Temple, F ra n k lin  .......................
C en ter H ill ......................................... W eld, F ran k lin  .........................
° C hairback , B-C-R, ATM
C ham berlain  ...................
C ham plain  ........................
C handler ..........................
C handler H ill .................
,7 R  9, P isca taq u is  .................
M ilton PL , Oxford .................
B ar H arbo r, H ancock ............
Chapm an, Aroostook ............
2 R 1, B K P, W K R, Som erset
C handler H ill .....................................W eld, F ran k lin  .......................
A  C hase H ill ............................................C anaan, S om erset ..................
A  Chase, M t................................................M ount Chase, Penobsco t . .
C herry  H ill ......................................... P e rk in s  P l., F ra n k lin  .............
Chick H ill ......................................... C lifton , Penobscot ..................
C hilds H ill ......................................... Dixfield, Oxford .......................
Chim es, T h e .........................................4 R  5, B K P, W K R, Som erset
C hristopher ......................................... Greenwood, Oxford ..................
C lark  .....................................................Cornish, York .........................
C lay Brook ......................................... Jeru sa lem , F ran k lin  ...............
A C lear L ake ............................................10 R 11, W E LS, P isca taq u is
C lear P ond ........................................ Lowell tow n, F ra n k lin  ..............
C loutm an R idge ............................... Rangeley, F ra n k lin  ...............
Cobble H ill ......................................... P a r is , Oxford ...........................
Cobble H ill ......................................... W eld, F ran k lin  .........................
1380 571
2940 1500
1793 1100
3595 1254
1300 392
2102 1243
2241 1000
2241 1173
1580 372
1760 1257
2260 610
1532 0
1140 580
2068 1300
2880 660
1100 392
1542 720
2828 795
3600 2140
3520 1240
1500 496
1390 769
1920 1245
2305 1402
2000 609
1600 451
2360 1200
1160 600
2820 1291
1140 471
1229 480
1664 980
1820 1020
1640 678
2197 1117
2034 681
1060 0
1020 520
1300 400
1760 1240
780 315
2440 750
1826 600
1160 560
1180 684
1180 684
1320 548
2285 720
1855 1196
2510 1500
1740 1470
1120 460
1900 678
809
1440
693
2341
908
859
1241
1068
1208
503
1650
1532
560
768
2220
708
822
2033
1460
2280
1004
621
675
903
1391
1149
1160
560
1529
669
749
684
800
962
1070
1353
1060
500
900
520
465
1690
1226
600
496
496
772
1565
659 
1010
270
660 
1222
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Town and  Comity-
H eigh t
ELEVATIO N of
Sum m it B a se  Climb
A Coburn .................................................. U pper E nchan ted , Som erset
Coburn R idge ....................................Mayfield, Som erset ..................
Coe ..........................................................3 R  10, W E LS, P isca taqu is
Cold ....................................................... G rand Isle , A roostook ...........
C oldstream  ........................................... C oldstream , Som erset .............
Cold S tream  ...................................... 2 R 6 , Som erset .......................
C ollins R idge ....................................D R2, W ELS ................................
Colonel H olm an ............................... Dixfield, O xford .......................
•  Colum bus ..............................................7 R 9, P isca taq u is  ..................
A Cooks H ill ........................................... V assalboro, K ennebec .............
A Cooper ...................................................Cooper, W ash ing ton  ..................
Cow ....................................................... C aru tunk , S om erset .................
Cow H ill ..............................................J ay , F ra n k lin  ...........................
Cow R idge ...........................................Seven Ponds, F ran k lin  ...........
Cow R idge ........................................... 3 R 4, W B K P, F ra n k lin  . .
C ow ett H ill .........................................K ingsbury , P isca taq u is  ...........
° C ranbe rry  P eak  ................................. 4 R 3, B K P, W KR, F ran k lin
C rocker .................................................. C rockertow n, 4 R  2, F ran k lin
C rocker H ill ...................................... P a r is , Oxford ..............................
C rocke tt ................................................Tem ple, F ra n k lin  ......................
Cum m ings ...........................................A lbany, Oxford .........................
Cum m ings H ill ..................................B ethel, Oxford .........................
C upsuptic  ........................................... U pper Cupsuptic , Oxford . .
C u rtis  H ill .........................................W oodstock, O xford . . . . . . . .
C ushm an H ill ....................................Sum ner, Oxford .........................
C u tler, M t..............................................H iram , Oxford .........................
C yr ......................................................... M adaw aska, A roostook . . . .
D addys R idge .................................... Lower C upsuptic , O xford . .
D am on H ill .......................................Sum ner, Oxford ......................
D avis .....................................................M ilton P I., Oxford ..................
D av is .....................................................M ount Chase, Penobscot . . . .
D ay  ..........................................................Avon, F ra n k lin  .......................
D ay ’s R idge ...................................... B ethel, Oxford ...........................
A D easey .................................................. 3 R  7, Penobscot ....................
D ead R iver .........................................Bow tow n, S om erset ...............
D ean
A D eB oullie
A D edham  B ald , See Bald, 
D edham  
D eer . . . .
D eer H ill
.Tem ple, F ran k lin  ...................
,15 R 9, W E LS, A roostook
• D edham , H ancock .................
• P ark erto w n , 5 R  3, Oxford
• G rafton , Oxford ......................
D eer H ill ..............................................Stow , O xford ..............................
D eligh t R idge ....................................D yer Brook, Aroostook ...........
A D epot .....................................................T  14 R  16, A roostook .............
D erby .....................................................Tem ple, F ra n k lin  ....................
D ill H ill ............................................. K ossuth , W ashington  .............
A D ill R idge ...........................................L akeville, P enobscot .............
D im m ick ..............................................C ara tunk , Som erset ...............
D imm ock, M t....................................... H anover, Oxford ......................
D ixon .................................................... P ierce  Pond, Som erset . . . .
Doe H i l l ................................................M onson, P isca taq u is  ...............
D olly  .....................................................Byron, Oxford . . . .
Dome .....................................................B ea ttie . F ran k lin  .
D oubletop, D ouble Top J H S  . . . .3 R 1 0 ,  P isca t. 3R11,
D oughty H ill .......................................M onson, P isca taq u is
D ouglas ................................................Sebago, C um berland
M FS . .
3718
1460
3782
1020
2280
2140
1120
1800
2342
472
720
2020
1040
2485
3645
1260
3213
4168
1400
1653
1500
1140
2660
1475
1160
1180
1160
2385
1160
1800
1645
2040
1380
1950
2 0 0 0
1820
1981
3455
2229
1220
1003
1450
1909
1025
948
1876
1781
16S0
1040
2700
2320
3488
1596
1416
1934
1060
1200
581
1188
1100
700
582
1117
100
300
1100
460
1870
1880
870
1160
1219
700
667
780
6S0
1520
641
480
380
740
1500
460
844
770
1200
680
400
660
755
1128
1467
1450
440
560
1050
755
298
419
1100
628
1142
890
1060
1818
1100
1198
430
1784
400
2582
439
1092
1040
420
1218
1225
372
420
920
580
615
1765
390
2053
2949
700
986
720
460
1140
834
680
800
420
885
700
956
875
840
700
1550
1340
1065
853
1988
779
780
443
400
1154
727
529
776
1153
538
150
1640
502
2388
388
9S6
[48]

Town and  County
D resse r ................................................N ew ry, Oxford .........................
D uck .......................................................Tow nship 4N D, B P P ,
H ancock ..................................
D unham  H ill ...................................... Byron, Oxford ...........................
D urg in  ................................................. S toneham , M ason, Oxford . .
D u rre ll H ill ........................................ P a ris . Oxford ...........................
D ykes .....................................................Sebago, Cum berland ................
E ag le  .....................................................Tow nship 34 MD B P P ,
H ancock ..................................
E a s t  K ennebago ............................... 2 R  4, F ra n k lin  .......................
E astm an  H i l l ...................................... P a ris , Oxford ...........................
E a s t N ubble ...................................... Bigelow  P L , Som erset . . . .
E a s t  Royce ........................................ B atchelders G ran t, Oxford . .
E a s t  T u r n e r ........................................3 R  8 , W ELS, P enobscot . . .
Ebeem ee ............................................... 5 R  9, NW P, P isca taq u is  . .
Elbow  .....................................................10 R  10, W ELS, P isca taqu is
E lep h an t .............................................Tow nship C, Oxford ..............
E lephan ts  H ead  ............................... 2 R 4, W B K P, F ran k lin  . .
E lizabeth  ............................................. S toneham , Oxford ..................
E llingw ood ........................................... B ethel, O xford ............................
El w ell .....................................................Greenwood, Oxford ..................
Em erson R idge ..................................Sm yrna, A roostook ..................
E m ery  H ill .........................................A lbany, Oxford .......................
E m ery ’s M isery ...............................Lincoln PL, Oxford ...............
E ph ra im  R idge ..................................Rangeley. F ran k lin  ..................
E u s tis  R idge ...................................... E u s tis , F ra n k lin  ......................
F a rm e r .................................................. M t. A braham , F ra n k lin  . . . .
F a rm  H ill ........................................... J im  Pond, F r a n k l i n ..................
F a rm e rs  H i l l ......................................A ndover, Oxford .......................
F a rr in g to n  ........................................... Mexico, Oxford ...........................
F a rw e ll ................................................A lbany, Oxford .........................
F a rw e ll ................................................B ethel, Oxford ...........................
F erguson  ..............................................14 R  7, W ELS, Aroostook
F essenden  H ill ................................. D enm ark , Oxford ....................
F ie ld ’s H ill ........................................ Sum ner, Oxford .......................
F ish  H ill ............................................. Canton, O xford ...........................
F itc h  H ill ........................................... B ridgton, C um berland .............
F lag s ta ff  ..............................................D an fo rth . W ashington  ..........
F lag s ta ff  ..............................................3 R  4, B K P  W KR, Som erset
F la th ead  ................................................Roxbury, Oxford ......................
F le tc h e r  ................................................Concord, Som erset .................
F lin ts  .....................................................A lbany, Oxford ......................
F ly in g  Squadron .............................B ar H arb o r, H ancock .............
F ogelin  H ill ...................................... New Sweden. A roostook . . . .
E o rt ....................................................... 4 R  10, W E LS, P isca taq u is
F o r t R idge .........................................S hapleigh, Y ork ......................
F oss .......................................................B righ ton , P isca taq u is  ...........
F oss ....................................................... K ingsbury , P isca taq u is  ...........
F o s te r  H ill .........................................S toneham . Oxford ..................
F o s te r  R idge ....................................2 R  3, B K P , E K R , Som erset
F o u r Ponds ........................................ R angeley  P l., 3 R  1, F ran k .
•  F o u rth  .................................................... 7 R 9, N W P, P isca taq u is  . .
F reem an  R idge ................................. F reem an , F ran k lin  ..................
F reem an  R idge ................................. 13 R  8 , W E LS, A roostook . .
F rench  H ill .......................................A lbany, O xford ......................
F ro s t .....................................................Brownfield, O xford ..................
A F ry e  .......................................................M ontville, W aldo ....................
E L E V A T IO N
S u m m it B a s e
2840 819
1169 357
1845 900
2280 600
1100 420
1200 497
1079 465
3825 1300
1300 500
2442 1140
3133 960
2441 740
1898 430
1580 1040
3774 1867
2840 1700
2040 500
1580 660
1620 763
1040 660
1140 650
2117 1500
2705 1480
2040 1166
3201 1300
2254 1380
1710 640
1040 464
1740 829
1860 640
1000 640
1020 504
1140 400
1120 380
1143 440
1082 382
2497 1130
2141 720
1700 560
1320 580
1268 0
1012 600
3861 2820
1124 440
1562 924
1615 916
1160 502
1921 1184
2921 2040
2378 1133
1200 460
1220 769
1240 560
1220 400
1140 460
2021
812
945
1680
680
H eight
of
Climb
703
614
2525
800
1302
2173
1701
1458
540
907
1140
1540
920
857
380
490
617
1225
874
1901
974
1070
576
911
1220
360
576
740
740
703
700
1367
1421
1140
740
1268
412
1041
684
638
699
658
737
881
1245
740
451
680
820
680
[ 5 0 ]
Town and  County
•  F u llin g  M ill AMO ...........................R iley, O xford ...........................
Gagnon H ill .......................................F renchv ille , A roostook . .  . .
G am ape H ill .......................................A nson, S om erset .......................
Gammon R idge ..................................Tem ple, F ra n k lin  .......................
G ardner ................................................ 15 R  9, W ELS, A roostook . .
G etchell ................................................ C arro ll, Penobscot ..................
G ilm an P ond .......................................Lexington, Som erset ...............
G lass F ace  ......................................... R um ford, Oxford .......................
G lazier Brook .................................... 11 R 12, W ELS, Aroostook
G leason ................................................ Tem ple, F ra n k lin  ..................
G lines ..................................................... M ilton P l.,  Oxford ..................
•  Goose-Eye ..............................................R iley, Oxford ............................
Goss Ledge ........................................... B ethel, Oxford ............................
Gould .....................................................H iram , Oxford ...........................
G ranny ’s Cap .................................... Low er E nchan ted , Som erset
G ray 's
G reat
Green
Green
G reen
...................................................C arthage, F ra n k lin  .
..................................................... O rland, H ancock . . .
.....................................................B a r H arbo r, H ancock
(A lso B ear) q .v ....................R iley , Oxford ..........
..................................................... W estfield, A roostook
G reen ..................................................... 6 R  6 W ELS, Penobscot . . .
A G reen ..................................................... 3 R  5, S om erset ......................
G reenbush ........................................... J im  Pond, F ran k lin  ..................
G reenlaw  ..............................................12 R  7, W ELS, A roostook . .
G reenland ........................................... 10 R 3, N B P P , W ashington
G reen Top ......................................... Lynchtow n, 5 R  4, Oxford
Greenwood AMC ............................. Bowdoin Col. G ran t, P isca t.
G reenwood ............................................E llio ttsv ille  PL, P isca taq u is
Greenwood ........................................... W illim an tic , P isca taq u is  . . .
G regg .....................................................Andover, O xford .......................
G rey Brook ......................................... 11 R  13, W ELS, A roostook
Griffin .....................................................New V ineyard , F ra n k lin  . .
G uilford  ................................................ G uilford, P isca taq u is  .............
G ulf H agas ATM  ............................. Bowdoin Co. G ran t, P isca t.
H afey  .....................................................18 R  11, W ELS, A roostook
H all ....................................
H a lls  H ill ........................
H am lin  P eak, K a ta lid in
H am psh ire  ........................
H am psh ire  H ill ............
Andover, N. S urplus, Oxford
Greenwood, Oxford .................
3 R 9, W ELS, P isca taq u is  
W illim an tic , P isca taq u is  . . . 
New S haron, F r a n k l i n ............
H ard in g  H ill .......................................S toneham , Oxford ..................
H ardscrabb le  .......................................H obbstow n, Som erset ...........
H ardw ood ........................................... H obbstow n, S om erset .............
+  A H ardw ood ...........................................9 R  18, S o m e r s e t .......................
A H a rr is , M ount ..................................D ixm ont, Penobscot .............
H a rtw e ll ..............................................New V ineyard, F ra n k lin  . . . .
A H askell H ill .......................................Jefferson, L incoln ..................
H a tc h e t ................................................ Hope, K nox ................................
H aw k .....................................................South W aterfo rd , O xford . . .
H aw k Ledge .......................................C arry ing  P lace, S om erset . .
H ayford  H ill ....................................H a rtfo rd , Oxford .......................
H ay stack  ..............................................C astle  H ill, A roostook . . . .
H ay stack  ..............................................Mason, Oxford .............................
H eald  ..................................................... Low er E nchan ted , Som erset
H edgehog ........................................... H obbstow n, S om erset .............
H edgehog ........................................... D R  2, W ELS, A roostook . .
H edgehog ........................................... P ierce Pond, Som erset . . . .
H edgehog ........................................... 11 R  4, W E LS, A roostook . .
A Hedgehog ..............................................15 R 6 , W E LS, A roostook . .
H edgehog H ill ..................................Buckfield, O xford ..................
E L E V A T IO N
S u m m it B a s e
3440 1550
1120 560
1295 420
2312 1240
1817 1134
1041 340
1460 371
1912 610
1660 1100
2060 1190
1620 700
3794 940
1280 714
L280 440
2740 1180
1320 700
1037 20
1532 0
1300 600
1687 818
2395 1490
1S43 1218
1580 840
1204 430
2315 1517
2100 1100
1150 550
1140 537
2280 870
1381 821
2109 609
1326 440
3200 1400
1640 640
2820 1138
1140 719
4751 2850
1120 324
1020 380
1100 800
2360 1091
2364 1091
1518 1200
1233 320
1500 560
493 100
1115 356
1065 375
1300 480
1140 373
1341 600
2160 1040
2421 1156
2600 1091
1103 660
1940 1142
1480 502
1594 615
1160 643
[51]
1890
560
875
1072
683
701
1089
1302
560
870
920
2854
566
840
1560
620
1017
1532
700
869
905
625
740 
774
798
1000
600
603
1410
560
1500
886
1800
1000
1682
421
1901
796
640
300
1269
1273
318
913
940
393
759
690
820
737
741 
1120 
1265 
1509
443
798
978
979 
517
H eigh t
of
Climb
H eigh t
ELEVATIO N of
Tow n and  County Sum m it B a se  Climb
H edgehog H ill ...................................Byron, O xford ...........
H edgehog H ill ...................................Coplin PL , F ran k lin
H edgehog H ill ..................................N ew ry, Oxford ____
H edgehog H ill ...................................p e ru , Oxford .............
H edgehog H ill ...................................The F orks, Som erset
1312 814 498
2087 1155 932
2760 1530 1230
1100 500 600
1620 1120 500
H edgehog H ill ..................................W eld, F ra n k lin  . .
H em enw ay R idge .............................G rafton , Oxford .
H em ingw ay .........................................M ilton P L , Oxford
A H igh cu t H ill .......................................G arland , Penobscot
H itt ie , M t...............................................G rafton , O xford .
1400 1020 380
2180 1540 640
1860 700 1160
955 379 576
3000 950 2050
H ogback ................................................M ontville, W aldo .
H olm an ................................................Dixfield, Oxford . .
H o lt H ill ........................................... N orw ay, O xford . .
H o lt H ill ........................................... W eld, F ra n k lin  . .
H om er H ill .........................................Monson, P isca taq u is
1115 470 645
1620 500 1120
1005 541 464
1320 678 642
1160 970 190
A Hope ....................................................... S anford, Y ork ...........................
H orn , T he ........................................... M adrid, F ra n k lin  .......................
H orn  H ill ........................................... Tow nship E , F ran k lin
H orns, The .........................................Low er C upsuptic , F ra n k lin  . .
±  H orse  .....................................................6 R  8 , Penobscot ..................
680 300 380
4023 1100 2923
2570 1583 987
3831 1180 2651
1589 654 935
. H orse .....................................................11 R  8 , W ELS, A roostook . .
A H orseshoe ..............................................11 R  i o , Aroostook ................
H osac .....................................................Cornish, York ...........................
H ow ard  . ..............................................H anover, O xford ......................
H ow ard  H ill .......................................L exington , S om erset .............
1610
2052
1300
1460
1480
740
1116
399 
640
400
870
936
901
820
1080
A H owe Brook ...................................... 8 R  3, W ELS, Aroostook . .  1100
H owe H ill ........................................... R um ford, Oxford ....................... 1440
H udson .................................................. 10 R 10, W ELS, P isca taq u is  1935
H uff ....................................................... W ellington, P isca taq u is  ...................1363
H u n te r  .................................................. S trong, F ra n k lin  ....................... 1420
649
660
1178
770
417
451
780
757
593
1003
H u n t R idge .........................................Oakfield, A roostook ..................
H u rrican e  ........................................... P ierce  Pond, Som erset . . . .
H u rrican e  ........................................... W eld, F ra n k lin  .........................
H ussey  H ill .........................................A cton, York ................................
H u tch in s  H ill ....................................Lexington , S om erset .............
1120 484 636
2142 820 1322
2484 1065 1419
1029 510 519
1812 400 1412
H utch in son  H ill ............................... H a rtfo rd , Oxford ....................
Ick  N orton .........................................In d u s try . F ra n k lin  ..................
In d ia n  H ill ........................................ G reenville, P isca taq u is  . . . .
In d ian  S tream  ....................................C hain of P onds. F ra n k lin  . .
Ingham  H ill ...................................... A lbany, Oxford .......................
1120 460 660
1680 580 1100
1300 1030 270
2878 1273 1605
1080 660 420
In le t  R idge .........................................U pton, Oxford ...........................
I r a  .......................................................... Ivingfield, F ra n k lin  ..................
I r is h  H ill ............................................. H a rtfo rd , Oxford ....................
Is a ia h  .....................................................S toneham . Oxford ..................
J a c k  ....................................................... 11 R  8 , W ELS, A roostook . .
2100
1925
1040
1220
1465
1245
680
360
471
740
855
1245
680
749
725
Jackson  ................................................B erlin , No. 6 A P, F ran k lin  3515
J im  E a ton  H ill ................................. F lagsta ff. Som erset ................  1680
Jo e  McICeen H ill .............................. Lovell, Oxford ............................ 1040
Johns H ill ........................................... E a s t  Moxie, Som erset .............  1340
Johnson ................................................B ingham , S om erset ................  1600
1778
1130
376
962
500
1737
550
664
378
1100
Johnson .......................................... M agallow ay, Oxford .............  2160
Johnson .......................................... 2 R  6 . BIvP W K R, Som erset 2780
Johnson Brook .................................. A llagasli, Aroostook ...............  1382
A Johnston  H ill .................................... B rem en, Lincoln ....................... 400
Jo rd an  .......................................... M t. D esert, H ancock .............  1180
1245
1260
623
1000
915
1520
759
300
1180
2720
5267
660
593K atahd in , B ax te r P eak  . . .  . ____3 R  9, W ELS, P iscataqu is
K a tahd in , n a m lin  P eak  . . . ___ 3 R  9, W ELS, P isca taq u is 4751 1000
K atahd in , N orth  P eaks  . . . . ___ 3 R  9, W ELS, P isca taq u is 4734 1144
K a tahd in , Pam ola ................. ____3 R  9, W ELS, P isca taq u is 4902 1178
2060
4674
3751
3590
3724
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K atah d in , South P eak
K elley  Brook ............
A K elly ...............................
K ennebago D ivide . . 
A K ibby .............................
K im ball H ill ............
K im ball H ill ............
4 - A K ineo .............................
K ing ...............................
K ing and  B a r t le t t  . .
K ing H ill ...................
K inney ’s H ead  ..........
L ake ...............................
L ak in  H ill ...................
L ary  Brook .................
L aw  ...............................
-1- A L aw ler ..........................
Law rence ......................
A Lead ...............................
Ledge R iver ...............
L evenseiler .................
L ibby H ill .................
L ily  B ay M tns. ATM
L im estone H ill ..........
L i tt le  .............................
L i tt le  ..........................
L i tt le  ..........................
•  L i tt le  B aldpate  AMC
L ittle  B ear ..............
L i ttle  B ear ..............
•  L i tt le  B igelow . . .
L i tt le  B lue ..........
L i tt le  D eer H ill 
L i tt le  In d ian  H ill 
L i tt le  Jackson  . .
L i tt le  Kineo . . 
L i tt le  P op la r . . 
L i t t le  Puzzle . . 
A L ittle  R ussell . 
L i t t le  Singepole
3 R  9, W ELS, P isca taq u is
A llagash , A roostook ............
B righton , Som erset .................
Seven Ponds, F ra n k lin  . . . .  
1 R 7, W B K P , F ran k lin  . .
B ethel, Oxford ........................
,M t. Chase, P enobscot ............
D ays A cad., P isca taq u is  . . . .
,1 R 7, W B K P, F r a n k l i n ___
K ing and  B a r t le t t ,  Som erset
W ellington, P isca taq u is  . . . .
.Temple, F ra n k lin  ......................
.C arthage, F ra n k lin  ..............
.P erk in s , F ra n k lin  .................
.R iley, Oxford ..........................
.W ilton , F ra n k lin  ......................
,2 R  6 , Penobscot ...................
.A lbany, O xford ..........................
.Tow nship 28 MD B P P ,
H ancock ..................................
.Parm achenee , Oxford ............
.S earsm ont, W aldo .................
.P o rte r , O xford ..........................
. F rench tow n Gore A2R13 &
R14, P isca taq u is  .................
.F lagsta ff, Som erset .................
.B ridgton , Cum berland ..........
.D ixfleld, Oxford ......................
.In d u s try , F ran k lin  .................
.G rafton , Oxford .....................
.H a rtfo rd , Oxford ...................
.R iley , Oxford ..........................
.D ead R iver PL , S om erset . .
• Avon, F ra n k lin  ......................
.S tow , O xford .............................
.Squaretow n, Som erset ..........
.B erlin  No. 6 A P, F ra n k lin  . .
.D ays  A cad., P isca taq u is  . .
.Jeru sa lem , F ran k lin  ............
.A ndover, Oxford ......................
.5  R  16, S om erset .................
.P a r is , O xford ..........................
Town and  County
H eigh t
ELEVATION of
Sum m it B a se  Climb
5240 593 4647
1483 653 830
1675 776 899
3740 1940 1800
3638 2120 1518
1780 660 1120
1107 730 377
1806 1028 778
2530 1540 990
2210 1300 910
1005 490 515
2100 1030 1070
1220 496 724
1640 900 740
2980 680 2300
1707 500 1207
768 500 268
1420 1000 420
1475 310 1165
2941 1700 1241
1020 220 800
1040 381 659
2800 1000 1800
1980 1130 850
1000 418 582
1640 392 1248
1720 565 1155
3500 990 2510
1100 500 600
1860 660 1200
3001 8S0 2121
2001 1160 841
1080 440 640
1320 938 382
3434 1778 1656
1931 1028 903
1971 789 1182
2592 830 1662
2400 1514 886
1360 400 960
L itt le  Spencer ..........................
L i ttle  Spring  Brook ..............
L i tt le  Spruce ATM (S han ty
R idge) ....................................
L i tt le  Squaw  .............................
L i tt le  Z ircon .............................
A L ittle s  ..........
Locke ............
Locke H ill . .
Lone ..............
Lone ..............
Long ...............
Long ...............
Long ...............
Long ...............
Lookout H ills
M iddlesex C anal G ran t, P is.
,4 R  8 , P enobscot ...................
B R  11, P isca taq u is  ..............
L ittle  Squaw , P isca taq u is  . . 
Rum ford, Oxford ......................
Edm unds, W ashington  ............
B ethel, Oxford ..........................
R iley, Oxford ..........................
A ndover, Oxford ......................
M t. A braham , F ran k lin  . . .
B a tche lder’s G ran t, Oxford
A ndover, Oxford ......................
G reenwood, Oxford .................
M t. Chase, Penobscot ............
E u s tis , F ra n k lin  ......................
3274 1000 2274
2160 1028 1132
1900 780 1120
200 200
1880 645 1235
2000 860 1140
1800
3280 1580 1700
2000 1422 578
3062 810 2252
1820 680 1140
1920 1200 720
2181 1310 871
[ 5 4 ]
Town and County
H eight
ELEVATION of
Sum m it B a se  Climb
Lord H ill ...............................
Louise (P a r tly  in  C anada)
Lovejoy ..................................
Malioosuc AMC ....................
•  M ahoosuc A rm  AMC . . . .
■ Stoneliam , Oxford ....................
.Coburn Gore, F ra n k lin  . . . . 
A lbany, Oxford ........................
■ G rafton , Oxford ......................
.G rafton , Oxford ......................
M arble ...................................................Bowman, Oxford .......................
Mason H ill ......................................... Stoneliam , Oxford ....................
a M attam iscon tis  ..................................3 R  9 NW P, Penobscot . . . .
A May ....................................................... Is lan d  F a lls , A roostook . . . .
M cD aniels H ill ............................... Stoneliam , Oxford ....................
M cDonald ............................................C astle  H ill, Aroostook ...........
M cLean ................................................ S t. F ran c is , A roostook . . . .
M echam H ill .......................................M adrid, F ran k lin  ....................
A M edford ................................................M edford, P isca taq u is  .............
M egunticook ...................................... Camden, K nox ............................
M errill ...................................................2 R  7, W B K P, F ra n k lin  . . .
M errill H ill .........................................New ry, Oxford ............................
M eta llak  ................................................Tp. C., Oxford .........................
M ica .......................................................P a ris , Oxford ............................
M iddle .................................................. C ara tunk , Som erset ..................
M iddle ...........................................
A M ilton ..............................................
M isery, M t......................................
M isery R idge .............................
M oll O ckett, M olly O ck e tt CH.
.11 R 8 , W ELS, Aroostook 
.C enterv ille , W ashington  . . . .
.H iram , Oxford ..........................
.M isery, Som erset ....................
.W oodstock, Oxford .................
Moody .....................................................A ndover No. Surplus, Oxford
Moody .....................................................W oodstock, Oxford ..................
Moose .....................................................B ald  M t. (4R3 N B K P)
Som erset ..................................
Moose .................................................... 1 R  7, W B K P, F ran k lin  . .
Moose .................................................... 14 R 5, W ELS, A roostook . .
Moose H ill ........................................... B ea ttie , F ran k lin  .......................
Moose H ill ........................................... Cyr, A roostook ...........................
Moose H ill ........................................... L iverm ore F a lls , A ndroscog.
M orrill L e d g e s .................................... P eru , Oxford ..............................
M osquito ..............................................T he F o rks, Som erset ...............
M oxie .....................................................C ara tunk , Som erset ..................
M ule Brook .........................................10 R  10, W ELS, P isca taq u is
M ulhern H ill .......................................A thens, Som erset ......................
M ullen .................................................. 4 R 10, W ELS, P isca taq u is
A M usquash ..............................................Topsfield, W ash ing ton  ..........
Nebo ................................................
Newman (See John  N ew m an)
(See Si N ew m an) ...............
New P o rtla n d  H ill .................
N igger H ill ..................................
N igh thaw k ..................................
J ay , F ran k lin  ...........................
B erlin  No. 6 , F ra n k lin  . . . .  
.New P o rtland , Som erset
Lexington, S om erset ..............
.SR3, W ELS, A roostook . . . .
N ineteen ...........................
Noon ..................................
N orth  B ro the r ..............
• N orth  P eak, Goose Eye 
N orth  T u rn e r ..............
N orth  Tw in  ...................
A N orway Bluff .................
N orton .............................
Noyes ...............................
N um ber 2 ........................
,E R  2, W ELS, A roostook . . 
.B erlin  No. 6 A P, F ra n k lin  . . 
.4 R  10, W ELS, P isca taq u is
.R iley, Oxford ...........................
.4 R  9, W ELS, P isca taq u is  . .
Roxbury, Oxford ......................
.9 R  9, P isca taq u is  .................
.New V ineyard , F ran k lin  . . .
.Greenwood, Oxford .................
.S andy Bay, Som erset ............
1240 466
2440 1395
1765 632
3440 1550
3777 1500
3000 2200
1220 440
1272 353
1025 500
1300 571
1120 520
1954 880
2090 1140
546 300
1380 0
3300 2104
1900 700
2848 1448
1000 700
2180 980
1920 1000
430 167
1500 400
2047 1040
1900 648
2420 1138
1360 681
2200 1566
3090 1840
1220 660
2913 1700
1020 640
1120 344
1160 440
2230 962
2995 1262
1809 1079
1020 776
3450 1240
1238 370
1240 360
1110 400
1800 400
1351 860
1160 700
2280 1400
4143 2820
3680 1550
3323 820
2153 620
2294 820
1820 480
1440 700
2600 1660
[55]
774
1045
1133
1890
2177
800
780
919
525
729
600
1074
950
246
1380
1196
1200
1400
300
1200
920
263
1100
1007
1252
1282
679
654
1250
560
1213
380
776
720
1268
1733
730
244
2210
868
880
710
1400
491
460
880
1323
2130
2503
1533
1474
1340
740
940

a N um ber 4 .....................
A Number 5 ......................
Number 6 ......................
A N um ber 9 ......................
Oakes N ubble ............
Oak H ill .....................
Oak H ill ......................
Oak H ill .....................
Oak H ill ......................
A Oak H ill ......................
Oak R idge ...................
O bservatory  .................
Old Blue ........................
Old Bluff .......................
Old Bluff ........................
•  Old Speck, Old Spec,
Speckled ......................
Old T u rk  ......................
Onion H ill ...................
O rcu tt ..........................
A O pportun ity  F a rm  . . . ,
a  o ssipee  H ill .................
O tte r  L ake ...................
O tte r  P ond ...................
O verset ..........................
Owl, The ........................
Owls H ead .................
Owls H ead .................
Owls H ead .................
Oxbow ? ......................
P a lm er ..........................
Pam ola, See K ata lid in
P a rk e r  H ill ..............
P a rk e r  H ill ..............
P a rk h u rs t, P a rk u s  . .
P arkm an  ......................
P a r lin  .............................
P arsonage H ill ..........
P arsonage H ill ..........
P a r tr id g e  P eak  ..........
A P assadum keag J H S  . .
P a tc h  .............................
P a t t e  H ill ...................
P a tte rso n  H ill ...........
P ayne Ledge .................
Peabody ........................ ..
Peabody ........................
A P e e k a b o o ..........................
A Peaked .............................
P eaked  ..........................
Peaked ..........................
Peaked ..........................
Peaked ..........................
Peaked ...........................
Peaked ..........................
Peaked ..........................
4- A P eaked  .............................
Peaked H ill ...............
Peaked H ill ...............
P ease .............................
A R  13, P isca taq u is  ............
■ A ppleton, Som erset .................
A ppleton, Som erset .................
■ Tow nship  DR2, W ELS,
A roostook ...............................
■ Sandy R iver P I., F ra n k lin  . .
Buckfield, Oxford ...................
Lovell, Oxford ..........................
K ingsbury, P isca taq u is  . . . .
W oodstock, Oxford .................
8 R 5, Aroostook ......................
Shirley , P isca taq u is  ...............
L incoln PL, Oxford ............
Tow nship D, F ran k lin  ..........
Concord, Som erset .................
W ilton, F ran k lin  ......................
Town and County
.G rafton , Oxford ......................
.Byron, Oxford ...........................
.Seven Ponds, F ra n k lin  . . . .  
.11 R 7, W ELS, A roostook . .
New G loucester, C um berland
. W aterboro, York ......................
, 3 R 4, A roostook ......................
. Bowtown, Som erset .................
.Greenwood, Oxford .................
,3 R  10, P isca taq u is  ...............
. Buckfield, Oxford ...................
■ Jackm an , Som erset .................
■ Jerusa lem , F ra n k lin  ............
.4 R 5, Oxford ...........................
.S toneham , Oxford ...................
.L incoln P ., Oxford .................
.P a rk erto w n , Oxford ..............
.B erlin  No. 6 , A P ., F ra n k lin
.M t. D esert, H ancock ............
. P a r lin  Pond, Som erset . . . .
A lbany, Oxford ...........................
.Sum ner, Oxford ......................
.Roxbury, Oxford ......................
■ G rand  F a lls  P L , P enobscot
.Greenwood, Oxford .................
.A lbany, Oxford ......................
.Lovell, Oxford ...........................
.Greenwood, O xford .................
■ A lbany, Oxford ........................
■ Mason, Oxford ...........................
W eston, Aroostook .................
C lifton , P enobscot .................
.D edham , H ancock ...................
.Greenwood, Oxford ..............
■ H iram , Oxford ...........................
. Sebago, Cum berland ...............
.1 R 7, W B K P, F ra n k lin  . .  
.10 R 8 , W ELS, P isca taq u is
.10 R  10. W ELS, P isca taq u is  
,T. 30, MD, W ashington  ___
■ Gilead, Oxford ........................
, Lexington, Som erset ............
.Cornish, York ...........................
E L E V A T IO N
S u m m it B a s e
2890 1300
3095 1636
3260 1636
1638 760
2620 1747
1360 5S0
1160 460
1127 650
1040 694
1096 772
1640 770
2515 1505
3600 1250
1180 335
1300 602
4180 1500
2424 840
3340 2105
1620 820
480 153
1058 311
853 562
2081 500
1340 6S6
3736 1040
1400 362
2380 1200
2980
3080
663
1660 500
2270 1260
2407 1514
2870 960
1020 0
2430 1237
1100 607
1120 463
1993 660
1463 190
1560 686
1120 700
1020 480
1140 763
1540 600
2560 740
1085 446
1160 400
1104 66
1240 719
1080 280
1107 262
2981 1880
2260 1000
2114 1132
938 311
1340 650
1861 440
1140 340
H e ig h t
o f
C lim b
1590
1459
1624
878
873
780
700
477
346
324
870
1010
2350
845
698
2680
1584
1235
800
327
747
291
1581
658
2690
1134
1186
2317
1160
1010
893
1910
1020
1193
493
657
1333
1273
874
420
540
377
940
1820
639
760
1038
521
800
845
1101
1260
982
627
690
1421
800
[ 5 7 ]
H eight
ELEVATION of
Town and  County Sum m it B a se  Climb
P eb ley  ...................................................B ethel, Oxford ...........................
P em etic  ................................................M t. D esert, H ancock .............
P enn ing ton  .........................................15 I t 6 , W ELS, A roostook
Penobscot ..............................................M t. D esert, H ancock .............
P e te r  .....................................................Stoneliain, M ason, Oxford . .
P e te r  G rover H ill .......................... A lbany, Oxford .........................
P h ilip  .....................................................Sebago, Cum berland ................
P h ill ip s  ................................................Avon, F ra n k lin  .........................
P ick a rd  .................................................. D ixm ont, Penobscot .............
P icked  Chicken H i l l ........................ 3 R 4, B K P  W KR, Som erset
P ic k e tt .................................................. 6 R  C W ELS, Penobscot . .
P ic k e tt  H enry  ....................................M ason, Oxford ...........................
P ick le  H ill .........................................F lag sta ff, Som erset ..................
P ierce  H ill ........................................ Moscow, Som erset ....................
P ierce  P ond ......................................P ierce  Pond, Som erset
P in e  ........................................................Mason, O xford . .
P in e  ........................................................S toneham , Oxford
P in e  H ill ............................................ Lovell, Oxford . .
P in e  H ill ............................................ P o rte r , O xford . .
P innac le  ................................................P e ru , O xford . . .
P innac le , T h e  ....................................8 R  3, W ELS, A roostook . .
P innac le , T h e  ................................... P a ris , Oxford ..............................
P innac le , T h e  ................................... W in terv ille , Aroostook
P innac le, T he .................................... 10 R 8 W ELS, A roostook . .
P in e t te  H ill ...................................... F o r t  K en t, A roostook .............
A P ira te  H ill ........................................... 11 R3, N B P P , W ashington . .
P isg ah  .................................................. C hain of Ponds, F ra n k lin  . .
A P isg ah  ..................................................W inthrop, K e n n e b e c ..................
P le a sa n t ............................................. Byron, Oxford ...........................
A P le a sa n t ...............................................D enm ark . Oxford .......................
P le a sa n t ..............................................Rockport, K nox ........................
P le a sa n t .............................................Tow nship 29 MD B P P ,
W ashington  .............................
P le a sa n t ............................................. 10 R  12, P isca taq u is  .............
•  P le a sa n t Pond ....................................T he  F orks P I., Som erset . .
Plum bago ........................................... N ew ry, O xford ...........................
P lum m er ............................................. Sweden, Oxford ......................
A Pocomoonsliine ....................................P rince ton , W a s h in g to n .............
Po land  .................................................. P eru , Oxford .............................
Pope .......................................................W eld, F ran k lin  .........................
P op la r .................................................. Jeru sa lem , F ran k lin  ...............
•  P o p la r R idge ...................................... R edington, F ran k lin  .............
Popple H ill .........................................Sweden, Oxford .........................
P o ta to  H ill .........................................M adrid, F ra n k lin  ....................
P o ta to  H ill ........................................Tem ple, F ra n k lin  .......................
P o ta to  N ubble ....................................R edington, F ran k lin  ...............
P o tte r  H ill .........................................W eld, F ran k lin  .........................
P o v erty  ................................................W illim an tic , P isca taq u is  . . .
P r a t t  .....................................................New V ineyard, F ran k lin  . . .
P ray  H ill ............................................. 3 R 5, B K P W K R. Som erset
A P r ie s tly  ................................................10 R 13 W ELS, P isca taq u is
P rong  P ond .........................................G reenville, P isca taq u is  . . . .
P rovince ................................................Newfield, York ...........................
Puzzle .....................................................New ry, Oxford ...........................
P y le  ....................................................... C astle H ill, Aroostook . . . .
Quaggy Joe .........................................P resque Is le , A roostook . . .
Q uill H ill ........................................... D allas, F ran k lin  ......................
A Ragged .................................................. Ind ian  # 4 ,  Penobscot .............
Ragged .................................................. R ockport, K nox ......................
R agged Jack  ...................................... P eru , O xford ................................
R an d a ll ................................................ParsonsG eld, Y ork ..................
1500 640 850
1262 0 1262
1640 783 857
1180 0 1180
1940 858 1082
1200 650 550
1000 267 733
1831 1171 660
1221 460 761
1801 1135 666
1750 630 1120
2180 660 1520
1665 1255 410
1220 380 840
2516 1142 1374
2000 656 1344
1220 681 539
1240 400 840
1300 640 660
1720 571 1149
1129 900 229
1520 832 6SS
1100 581 519
1360 840 520
1220 520 700
900 500 400
3380 1273 2107
809 242 567
2325 1100 1225
2007 462 1545
1064 280 784
1374 341 1033
2480 1262 1218
2640 730 1910
1100 444 656
605 132 473
1300 400 900
2185 800 1385
2687 780 1907
3120 1420 1700
1080 432 648
2561 8S0 1681
1540 680 860
3029 1535 1494
1740 678 1062
1000 324 676
1560 629 931
1920 1108 S12
1900 1135 765
2140 1028 1112
1176 480 696
3133 731 2402
1280 560 720
1213 519 694
2842 1300 1542
1303 760 543
1300 324 976
1540 463 1077
1118 460 658
[ 5 8 ]
Town and County
R attle sn a k e  .........................................A lbany, Oxford . .
R a ttle sn a k e  .........................................Casco, C um berland
R attle sn ak e  ......................................... P o rte r , Oxford . . .
R attle sn ak e  ......................................... Stoneliam , Oxford
Record H ill .........................................Byron, Oxford . . .
Red H ill .....................
Red H ill ......................
R edington Pd, R ange
Red R idge ...................
Red Rock ...................
■ E u s tis , F ra n k lin  . . .
P eru , Oxford ..........
R edington , F ran k lin  
G rafton , Oxford . . , 
Stoneliam , Oxford
Rice’s H ill .........................................W aterfo rd , Oxford ..................
R oaring Brook ..................................7 R 9, N W P., P isca taq u is  . .
R obbins H ill .......................................H iram , Oxford .........................
Robinson P eak ..................................R iley, Oxford ..............................
Rocky Brook ......................................11 r  io , W ELS, A roostook
A Rocky M t................................................18 R  12, A roostook ...........
A R ollins ...................................................L incoln, P enobscot .................
A Ross ....................................................... 10 R 10, W ELS, S om erset . .
Round .....................................................A lbany, Oxford .........................
Round ....................................................A lder S t., F ran k lin  ................
A Round .....................................................11 r  s  W ELS, A roostook . .
a Round Pond ........................................13 R 12, A roostook ...........
R oundtop .............................................C arry ing  P lace, S om erset . .
Round top .............................................K a ta h d in  Iron  W orks, P is . . .
Round Top ...........................................W ellington , P isca taq u is  . . . .
Rowe H ill ........................................... G reenwood, Oxford ..................
R oxbury ................................................ Roxbury, Oxford .......................
Rum ........................................................G reenville, P isca taq u is
Rum ....................................................... 3 R 9 W ELS, P isca taq u is  . .
R um ford W liitecap  ...........................Rum ford, Oxford .......................
Rump .....................................................P arm achenee, Oxford .............
R ussell ...................................................4 R  9 W ELS, P isca taq u is  . .
R ussell .................................................. B lanchard , P isca taq u is
R ussell H ill .........................................H a rtfo rd , Oxford ....................
Ryemoor H ill .................................. .S um ner, Oxford .......................
R yerson H ill .......................................P a ris , Oxford ...........................
Sabao .....................................................Tow nship 41 MD B P P ,
H ancock ....................................
S ab a ttu s  ................................................ Lovell, O xford ...........................
Sable R idge ......................................... 3 R 4, W B K P, F r a n k l i n ____
A Saddleback .........................................Sandy R iver, 2 R 1,
F ran k lin  ..................................
S addleback ..........
•  Saddleback Ju n io r  
Saddleback, The .
Saddle H ill ..........
Saddlerock ............
9 R 3 W ELS, A roostook . .
■ M adrid, F ra n k lin  ......................
H a rtfo rd , Oxford ......................
Bowman, Oxford ......................
B R 11 W ELS, P isca taq u is
S ally  ....................................................... A ttean , Som erset . . .
Sam D rew  ........................................... Oakfield, A roostook .
Samson H ill .......................................Avon, F ran k lin  ....
S andy B ay ........................................... Sandy Bay, Som erset
Sandy S tream  .................................... Sandy Bay, Som erset
Sargent, D ......................................... M t. D esert, H ancock .............
Savage H ill ......................................... Concord, Som erset ..................
S aw yer ................................................A ndover No. S urplus, Oxford
S aw yer ..................................................L im erick, York ..........................
S aw yer H ill R idge ...........................2 R 4 W B K P, F ra n k lin  ____
E L E V A T IO N
S u m m it H o se
1460 580
1046 277
1160 600
1280 580
2410 740
1800 1240
1120 411
3984 1616
2940 1600
2120 610
1320 492
1500 820
1340 440
2800 680
2052 1160
1950 1000
1009 312
1750 1250
1820 700
3127 1S00
2147 958
1420 784
2240 1200
1421 591
1002 590
1140 694
2251 540
1840 1123
3361 593
2197 640
3647 1800
2801 1200
2187 704
1000 500
1360 582
1420 700
10S7 345
1280 376
2615 1800
4116 1520
1695 895
3640 880
16S0 500
3192 2200
3054 1000
2221 1157
1500 555
1100 S20
3117 16S0
2869 1376
1344 0
1040 340
2585 800
1220 380
2340 1680
H e ig h t
o f
C lim b
880
769
560
700
1670
560
709
2368
1340
1510
828
680
900
2120
892
950
697
500
1120
1527
1189
636
1040
830
422
446
1711
713
2768
1557
1847
1601
1483
500
778
720
742
904
815
2596
700
2760
1180
992
2054
1064
945
280
1437
1493
1344
700
1785
S40
660
[ 59 ]
Tow n and  County
H eigh t
EUEVATION of
Sum m it B a se  Climb
A Schoodic ...........................
Schoodic ..........................
S en tine l, S en tinel JH S
Sliackley H ill ...............
S haw  ...............................
9 SD B P P , H ancock ............
4 R 9 N W P, P isca taq u is  . . 
3 R  10 WELS', P isca taq u is  
L iverm ore, A ndroscoggin . . . 
D ays A cad ., P isca taq u is  . . .
S haw  Ledge .........................................Greenwood, Oxford ..................
Sheldon R idge ....................................13 R  8 W ELS, A roostook . .
Shepherd B r o o k ................................. 12 R  12 W ELS, A roostook . .
Shoaler ................................................ M errill, A roostook ....................
Shutdow n ............................................. U pper E nchan ted , Som erset
Singepole ..............................................P a ris , Oxford ..............................
S isk .......................................................C hain of P onds, F ra n k lin  . .
S k illings H ill ....................................Lovell, O xford ...........................
S lide ....................................................... G rafton , Oxford .......................
Slidedown ........................................... Sandy B ar, Som erset .............
S m art .....................................................1 R 7 W B K P, F ra n k lin  . . .
A Snow ....................................................... A lder S tream , F ra n k lin  . . . .
Snow .......................................................U pper C upsuptic , 4 R  4 . .
Sol R idge ..............................................3 R  4 W B K P, F ra n k lin  . .
A Soper ....................................................... 8 R  12, P isca taq u is  .............
A Soubunge ..............................................4 R  11, P isca taq u is  .............
South .....................................................C ara tunk , S om erset .................
South .....................................................R ichardsontow n, Oxford . . . .
South B ro th e r ..................................3 R 10 W ELS, P isca taq u is
South T u rn e r ....................................3 R 9 W E LS, P isca taq u is  . .
South T w in  .........................................Rum ford, O xford ......................
S parrow haw k ....................................B ethel, Oxford ...........................
•  Spauld ing  ............................................. M t. A braham , F ran k lin  . . . .
S pears .................................................. M ontville, W aldo ......................
Speckled ................................................P eru , Oxford .............................
Speckled ................................................S toneham , Oxford ..................
S pectacle ............................................. 10 R  8 W ELS, Aroostook . .
A Spencer .................................................. 2 R  13, P i s c a t a q u i s ..................
Spencer ................................................H obbstow n, Som erset .............
Spencer B ale ...................................... 1 R  7 W B K P, F ran k lin  . . . .
A Spoon .....................................................8 R  7, Penobscot .......................
Spo tted  ................................................D av is, F ra n k lin  ......................
Spotted  Spruce ................................. 4 R 5 W B K P, Som erset . . . .
S pringy Brook ................................. Tow nship 32 MD B P P ,
H ancock .................................
Spruce .................................................. Avon, F ra n k lin  .........................
Spruce .................................................. Beddington, W ashington  . . .
Spruce .................................................. Jay , F ran k lin  ...........................
Spruce .................................................. W eld, F ran k lin  .........................
Spruce .................................................. W oodstock, Oxford .................
Spruce .................................................. C Surplus, O xford ..................
Spruce .................................................. F o re s t, W ashington  ...............
Spruce H ill .........................................B a tche lder’s G ran t, Oxford
S quare  Dock ...................................... A lbany, O xford .........................
A Squa P an  ............................................. 11 R  4, A roostook ..................
A Squaw  .................................................... B ig Squaw  M t., P isca taq u is
S qu irre l ................................................11 R  13 W ELS, Aroostook . .
S t. A lbans ........................................... R ipley, S om erset ......................
S tap les  .................................................. B aileyville , W ashington  . . . .
S ta rk s  .....................................................F ryebu rg , Oxford .......................
S tea rn s  H ill ...................................... P a ris , O xford ...........................
S tea rn s  H ill ...................................... W aterfo rd , Oxford .................
S te w a rt ................................................H igh land  P L , S om erset . . . .
A Stockholm  ...........................................S tockholm  .....................................
S tockw ell H ill ....................................P eru , Oxford ..............................
S tone .....................................................Brownfield, Oxford ..................
1069 120
1041 429
1750 500
1120 392
1664 1028
1220 540
1100 722
1722 1120
1385 910
2532 1400
1420 431
3220 1273
1120 571
3160 950
2691 1376
3252 1640
3948 1273
3756 1920
2500 1782
1650 1000
2104 1140
2080 1000
2222 1409
3951 2820
3122 1200
2156 600
1425 673
3988 1240
1140 460
2207 800
2877 580
1620 1000
3230 1400
2410 1091
3285 16S0
1082 739
3326 1620
2344 1300
1030 220
2649 793
1076 256
1120 460
2546 800
2440 855
2360 1470
1035 386
2520 1200
1300 580
1460
3196 1216
1300 821
1090 303
1040 160
1020 358
1000 461
1340 640
2671 1100
974 731
1701 450
1580 451
949
612
1250 
628 
636
680
378
602
475
1132
989
1947
549
2210
1315
1612
2675
1836
718
650
964
1080
813
1131
1922
1556
752
2748
680
1407
2297
620
1830
1319 
1605
343
1706
1044
810
1846
820
660
1746
1585
890
649
1320 
720
1980
479
787
880
662
539
740
1571
243
1251 
1129
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Stone H ill ........................
S tony B rook ....................
A S torey  H ill ......................
Stow e . ..................................
A S treaked  .............................
S tubbs ................................
S tu r te v a n t ........................
S ty les ..................................
S ugarloaf ...........................
•  S ugarloaf ...........................
S ugarloaf ...........................
S ugarloaf ...........................
S ugarloaf ...........................
Sum ner H i l l ......................
Sunday R iver W hitecap
Surplus .............................
T a n tra t t le  ........................
Tea .......................................
T ear Cap ...........................
•  T h ird  ....................................
Thom as ................................
Thom pson H ill ...............
Thom pson H ill ...............
T horne ................................
T h ra sh e r  P eaks  .............
A T hree Brooks .................
T h ree  S lide ......................
T hu rs ton  ...........................
T ib b e tts  .............................
T im  ....................................
T im oney .............................
T irem  M t.............................
T oenail R idge .................
Tom ....................................
Tom, M t...............................
T ory  H ill ........................
Tow nsend R idge ..........
T ra sk  ..................................
T ra sk  Ledge ...................
A T ro u t ..................................
T ro u t Pond ......................
T ru e  ....................................
Tum bledow n ...................
Tum bledow n ...................
Tum bledow n D ick  . . .  .
Tum bledow n D ick  . . .  .
Tunk .....................................
T u rn e r H ill ......................
T w in  ....................................
T w in  M ountains ............
Tw in  P eaks  ......................
T y ler ..................................
U ncle Tom  (Ice  Caves)
V an D yke ........................
V arnum  .............................
V eazy R idge ...................
V ienna ...............................
Vose ....................................
4 - ▲ W adleigh  ...........................
W aldo, M t...........................
H e ig h t
E L E V A T IO N  o f
T ow n  a n d  C ou n ty S u m m it B a s e C lim b
.H ebron , Oxford ........................ 1280 420 860
.L ow er E nchan ted , Som erset 1440 920 520
.W ade, A roostook ...................... 960 700 260
• N ew ry, O xford ........................... 2740 750 1990
.H ebron, Oxford ...................... 1770 800 970
.Avon, F ra n k lin  ........................... 1585 420 1165
.M agallow ay P L , 5 R  1, Oxf. 2160 1246 914
• Stoneliam , O xford .................... 1280 376 904
.Brow nfield, O xford ................. 1060 800 260
.C rockertow n, 4 R  2, F ran k . 4237 1306 2931
.D ixfield, Oxford ...................... 1521 440 1081
. Stoneham , O xford ................. 1500 440 1060
.S tow , Oxford ............................. 1420 5S0 840
. Sum ner, Oxford ...................... 1080 420 660
.N ew ry, Oxford ........................ 3376 819 2557
■ G rafton , Oxford ...................... 2840 1450 1390
.Avon, F ra n k lin  ........................ 1602 519 1083
.J im  Pond, F ra n k lin  ............... 1870 1307 513
. H iram , Oxford ........................ 1020 396 624
.7 R 9 N W P, P isc a ta q u is  . . . . 2069 1117 952
.H ope, K nox ................................ 1000 200 800
. H a rtfo rd , Oxford ................... 1000 403 597
.Mexico, Oxford ........................ 1620 480 1140
.H artfo rd , Oxford .................... 1300 400 900
.P arm achenee , O xford ............ 2620 1660 960
.15 R  6 , A roostook ................. 1578 783 795
.5 R  6 B K P  W K R, Som erset 3112 1600 1512
.R um ford, Oxford ...................... 1460 800 660
.Greenwood, O xford ................. 1S00 763 1037
.Tim  Pond, F r a n k l i n ................. 3031 1600 1431
.Oakfield, A roostook ................. 1160 484 676
.W aterfo rd , Oxford ................. 1047 375 672
.A lder S tream , F ra n k lin  . . . . 2140 1420 720
.Sum ner, Oxford ........................ 1700 500 1200
.F ryeburg , O xford ...................... 1040 380 660
.P h illip s , F ran k lin  ................. 1620 880 740
.Rangeley, F ran k lin  ................. 1820 1544 276
.P eru , Oxford ................................ 1700 571 1129
.Mexico, Oxford ........................ 1320 460 860
.2 It 9 W ELS, P isca taq u is  . . 1409 478 931
.B ig Squaw , P isca taq u is  . . . . 2240 1394 846
.In d u stry , F ra n k lin  ................. 1540 S60 680
.B erlin  No. G A P, F ra n k lin  . . 3035 900 2135
, 5 R 6 B K P W K R, Som erset 3542 1680 1862
.G ilead, Oxford ........................... 1740 669 1071
.P eru . Oxford ............................. 1520 520 1000
10 SD B P P . H ancock ............ 1157 235 922
Buckfield, Oxford ................... 1180 600 580
G ilead, Oxford ........................... 1300 700 600
.U pper Cupsuptic , Oxford . . 3580 17S2 1798
Bowman, O xford ...................... 3010 1940 1070
Mason, Oxford ........................... 2180 780 1400
Greenwood, Oxford ................. 1700 900 800
B ea ttie , 2 R  8 , F ra n k lin  . . 3190 1720 1470
Tem ple, F ran k lin  ................... 1741 667 1084
F lagsta ff, S om erset ................. 1580 1160 420
V ienna, K ennebec ...................... 1060 335 725
Ivingfield, F ran k lin  ................. 2025 600 1425
1 R  12, P isca taq u is  ............ 1S63 1300 563
F ra n k fo rt, W aldo ................... 1062 0 1062
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W alker ...........................................
W alkers .........................................
W assataquo ik  .............................
W ebb Rowe ..................................
W elcome H ill .............................
4- A W esley ...........................................
W est ................................................
W est ................................................
A W est K ennebago ........................
W haleback, W hales B ack JH S
W hales B ack ...............................
W heeler, W heelers CH ..........
W h itecap  ......................................
W h ite  Cap ....................................
•  A W h ite  Cap ....................................
W hitm an ......................................
W h itm an  ......................................
A W hitney  .........................................
W h ittem ore  B luff .....................
W h ittie r  H ill .............................
W iggin ...........................................
W ilbu r ...........................................
W ilder H ill ..................................
W ill, M t...........................................
A W illiam s ......................................
W ilson H ill ...............................
W ind ..............................................
W inns H ill .................................
W itham  .........................................
W it t  H ill .......................................
W ym an ...........................................
A Y ork H ill ....................................
A Zircon ..............................................
H e ig h t
E L E V A T IO N  of
T o w n  a n d  C o u n ty S u m m i t B a s e C lim b
.Roxbury, Oxford ...................... 2700 740 I960
.B ethel, O xford ........................ 1560 660 900
.4 R 10 W E LS, P isca taq u is  . . 2984 1472 1512
, Sebago, C um berland ............ 1392 330 1062
.Freem an, F ra n k lin  ................. 1320 500 820
W esley, W ashington  .............. 520 210 310
Byron, Oxford .......................... 2804 780 2024
.P o rtage  L ake, Aroostook . . . . 1020 609 411
U pper C upsuptic , Oxford . . . 3075 1720 1985
Byron, O xford .......................... 2262 780 1482
P o rte r , Oxford .......................... 1540 800 740
.R iley, O xford ............................. 2262 900 1362
.Rum ford, Oxford ...................... 2197 640 1557
.Seven Ponds, F ra n k lin  . . . .  
,7 R  10, P i s c a t a q u i s .................
3815 1940 1875
3644 1340 2304
.W oodstock, Oxford ................. 1420 500 920
,15 R  9 W ELS, A roostook . . 1810 1128 682
.M acwahoc, A roostook ............ 610 410 200
.D ixfield, Oxford ..................... 1020 408 612
.K ingsbury , P isca taq u is  . . . . 1240 929 311
.Parsonsfield , Y ork ................. 1275 480 795
.B ethel, Oxford .......................... 1860 640 1220
.Temple, F ran k lin  ................... 2120 992 1128
.N ew ry, O xford .......................... 1740 636 1104
.M isery, S om erset ...................... 2395 1444 951
.W est F o rks, Som erset .......... 1560 780 780
.B aldw in , Cum berland ............ 1240 330 910
.Sweden, Oxford ...................... 1160 4S0 680
.H igh land  P L , S o m e r s e t ..........
.Greemvood, O xford .................
2301 560 1741
1320 500 820
.A ndover No. S urplus, Oxford 2945 720 2225
.New S haron, F r a n k l i n ............ 1210 540 670
.P eru , O xford ............................. 2240 800 1440
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KEEP MAINE GREEN
Be Careful of Fires
These mountain trails, generally speaking, are in the remote and 
wooded areas of the state. Maine has 17,425,000 acres of forest land. 
These forest acres provide a refuge for wild life and help in con­
serving water resources.
A  carelessly thrown match or cigarette stub, or leaving a camp 
fire still burning, may be the means of starting a forest fire that will 
consume hundreds of acres of this woodland. Everyone on a moun­
tain trail should keep this constantly in mind. One should be ab­
solutely sure that nothing is left or thrown away that will start a fire. 
Fire regulations are given below:
It is legal to kindle fires at camp sites and lunch grounds main­
tained by the State Forestry Department. These are designated 
with state signs for forest fire protection purposes. It is unlawful 
to camp and kindle out-of-door fires in the unorganized territory 
of the state except at campsites without securing a permit from the 
nearest state forest fire warden or landowner. Permits to camp or 
kindle out-of-door fires in the unorganized towns outside the Maine 
Forestry District must be secured from the landowner. Extreme cau­
tion is urged at all times to be careful with camp or lunch fires, 
matches, and smokers’ materials while travelling in the woods.
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